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Abstract 

The present thesis draws on the methodology for identifying a translator’s individual style 

outlined by Munday (2008). The novel Tchernobylskaya Molitva (1997) by Svetlana 

Alexievich and its two different English translations by Antonina W. Bouis and Keith Gessen 

are used as the material for investigation. A corpus consisting of three chapters of the novel is 

complied and studied in order to reveal patterns of the translators’ linguistic preferences in 

response to four prominent and foregrounded features of the source text. The four features 

selected for the analysis are sentence fragments, suspension points, asyndetic coordination 

between clauses and section titles. A close critical analysis is used is a main procedure for 

identifying patterns of translation choices, however, in the analysis of some of the features the 

use is also made of AntConc and AntPConc corpus tools.  

The analysis revealed that the translators display different stylistic choices when rendering the 

features selected for the present study. Gessen explicates and normalizes sentence fragments 

and asyndeton more frequently than Bouis. In addition, Gessen modifies the titles of the 

sections in the novel drastically. On the other hand, Bouis, is shown to normalize the number 

of suspension points to a greater extent than Gessen. On the basis of the revealed patterns, a 

tentative conclusion is made that Gessen has a propensity to produce more fluent translation 

than Bouis. Different factors potentially contributing to the revealed patterns are discussed, 

including the Anglo-American translation culture and individual background of the Bouis and 

Gessen.  

In addition to discussing the style of individual translators, the thesis also considers the issue 

of the impact that the identified translators’’ choices have cumulatively produced on the 

narratological structure of the novel. The assumptions about the effect that the translators’ 

choices exerted are made possible due to the fact that the features studied in the present thesis 

function in the text as markers of psychological and ideological planes of narrative point of 

view. 

 

 

Keywords: asyndeton  collective trauma, corpus-assisted, cumulative effect fragment, mind 

style, narratological structure, point of view, sentence fragments, section titles, stylistics, 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

It is a common knowledge that different translators faced with the same translation task will 

produce different texts. The reason for individual variation in translation is that the language 

often suggests several alternatives for expressing the same thing, and human translators are 

highly unlikely to constantly opt for similar alternatives. Each translator’s unique experiences 

and individual cognitive makeup will provide the basis for highly subjective sets of choices. 

Subjective choices of that form distinctive patterns in the work by the same translator have 

been referred to in recent research as the style of the translator (e.g. Baker, 2000; Saldanha, 

2004; Munday, 2008). 

Unlike non-translated texts, translations are always based on the original. Thus, two styles exist 

in the translation – that of the author and that of the translator. It has been argued that studying 

translations by different translators of the same original is the most effective method of 

isolating the style of the translator from that of the author (e.g. Winters, 2007; Munday, 2008; 

Saldanha, 2014). This allows to delimitate the influence on the translation of such factors as 

the source text’s genre peculiarities and the author’s style. 

Not all texts have been translated several times. However, at the time when this thesis was first 

planned there existed two translations of Svetlana Alexievich’s Tchernobylskaya Molitva. The 

translations have been produced by two American translators, Antonina W. Bouis (1999) and 

Keith Gessen (2005), within a short span of time. The two translations of the same text provided 

a plausible departure point for the present thesis. An initial side-by-side examination of the two 

translations and the original revealed some obvious differences. The translators varied in the 

use (or lack) of footnotes, in whether they preserved or omitted Russian patronymic names and 

in how close they followed the original when rendering the novel’s numerous section titles.  In 

addition, I observed that Alexievich has made a heavy use of the suspension points, while both 

translators appeared to avoid this punctuation mark; when Bouis and Gessen nevertheless 

decided to keep suspension points, they did so in seemingly different places in the text and 

with different frequencies.    

Apart from the fact that Bouis’ and Gessen’s translations provided a rare occasions of the same 

text translated two times, an extra reason contributing to the choice of this particular material 

was the unusual genre in which Svetlana Alexievich works. Alexievich’s Tchernobylskaya 
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Molitva is essentially a literary hybrid. The author sets out to mediate the voices of the people 

who have suffered a collective trauma and in order to do this she draws on the resources of 

both documentary prose and fiction narrative. Tchernobylskaya Molitva is ultimately a 

transcription of a collection of monologues that were first tape-recorded and subsequently 

edited by Alexievich into a coherent literary text. Hybrid texts have not yet been employed as 

a basis for the study of an individual translator’ style, which served as an additional motivation 

for examining the translations of this particular novel.  

1.2 Features studied and scope 

Many different variables can be studied as potential features of the translator’s style. In the 

studies of the translator's style existing to date, the researchers have investigated a diverse range 

of linguistic features, for example: shifts in word order (Munday, 1998); sentence length 

(Baker, 2000; Johansson, 2011; Walder, 2013; Huang, 2015), the connective that (Baker, 2000; 

Olohan, 2003; Saldanha, 2011), repeated lexical phrases in the works of the same translator 

(Baker, 2004), foreign words (Winters, 2004; Saldanha, 2011), reporting verbs (Baker, 2000; 

Winters, 2007), deixis and modality (Bosseaux, 2004), transitivity (Bosseaux, 2004; Marco, 

2004), structural calque (Marco, 2004), modal particles (Mikhailov and Villikka 2001; 

Winters, 2009, 2013), the use of the dash (Walder, 2013), vocabulary richness, most frequent 

words, favorite words (Mikhailov and Villikka 2001), clause building and clause reduction 

(Dirdal, 2014), discourse presentation features (Huang, 2015), etc.  

The choice of feature for the present thesis has been guided by Munday’s (2008) suggestion to 

start the study of the translator’s style by examining the prominent features of the ST (see 

section 3.5.2). The present thesis examines the styles of individual translators on the basis of 

the two translators' solutions to marked features in Alexievich’s Tchernobylskaya Molitva. The 

study places particular focus on sentence fragments, suspension points, asyndetic coordination 

and section titles. All these features are prominent and foregrounded features of the ST (see 

section 2.3). The theoretical reason for studying the four selected features is that they all serve 

as markers of point of view in the narrative. The study of such markers of the narrative point 

of view will enable making statements about how the overall narratological structure of the ST 

has been changed in translations. 

The present study is limited to four prominent features of the source text. Although many 

features could potentially be revealing of the translator’s style in the selected material, studying 
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them is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead of giving an exhaustive account of all of the 

features that could be attributed the style of an individual translator; this thesis rather focuses 

on testing the existing methodologies for identifying the translator’s stylistic preferences. My 

hope is that the issues discussed in this study will contribute to further development of the 

methodology for replicable study of an individual translator’s style using multiple translations 

of the same original. 

1.3 Hypothesis and research questions 

Based on the motivations presented in section 1.1.1 and the findings from previous research 

(see Chapter 3) I have formulated the following hypothesis and research questions for this 

study.  

Hypothesis: The analysis of distinctive patterns of stylistic choices made on the 

part of different translators when rendering prominent features of the same original 

can help to reveal individual styles of the translators. 

In order to test this hypothesis, I will pursue the following research questions:  

1) What are the marked (prominent and foregrounded) features of the ST? 

2) How do Bouis and Gessen treat the four identified salient ST pattern and to what extent 

do they deviate from the ST? 

3) What are the quantitative and qualitative differences between the identified choices of 

the two translators? 

4) What impact do the translators’ recurrent patterns of stylistic choices have on the 

overall narratological structure of the ST? 

5) How can the revealed patterns of individual linguistic preferences be explained in terms 

of the overall ideological context of Anglo-American culture? 

6) What potential links can be established between the identified patterns of individual 

linguistic preferences and the available metalinguistic information about the two 

translators, including their background and their utterances in media concerning 

translation activity? 
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7) What other factors – apart from the predominant ideological context and translator’s 

individual background – could have contributed to the identified aspects of the 

translators’ styles? 

1.4 Thesis outline 

The present thesis consists of six chapters. Following this introduction, Chapter 2 presents the 

author Svetlana Alexievich and the literary genre of testimonial narrative, in which 

Tchernobylskaya Molitva is written. Furthermore, in this chapter, the marked (prominent and 

foregrounded) features of the source text are presented and some critical comments on 

Alexievich’s style made by Russian literary reviewers are cited.  

Chapter 3 contrasts two distinct approaches to the study of the translator’s style. This chapter 

also outlines one aspect of the translator’s style, which both approaches share the interest for, 

namely, the potential links between the translator’s preferred stylistic choices and his/her 

individual background. 

Chapter 4 presents the methodology applied in the study, covering the process of gathering the 

material for the corpus used in this study, corpus tools employed for the analysis of the selected 

features and the procedures for extracting the data.  

In chapter 5, the comparative data extracted from the corpus is presented. A quantitative 

approach is used to count and classify the different translator’s choices. Thereafter more in-

depth qualitative approach is used to closely examine instances of individual variation between 

the translators. Finally, comments are made in an attempt to determine the effect the translator’s 

choices have had on the narratological structure of the novel.  

In Chapter 6, the revealed patterns of Bouis’ and Gessen’s stylistic preferences are summed 

up, the research questions are revisited and the evaluation of the theories used in the present 

thesis is made.  Finally, the strengths and limitations of the study are outlined in Chapter 7. 
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2 Alexievich’s idiosyncratic literary style  

2.1 The author 

Svetlana Alexievich is a Belorussian author who writes in Russian. She is known first of all 

for her books War's unwomanly face (1983) and Chernobyl Prayer: Chronicle of the future 

(1997). Born in Ukraine in 1948, Svetlana Alexievich moved to Belorussia as a child. She 

received her degree in journalism at Belorussian State University. After graduation, she worked 

as a journalist for over ten years before starting a literary career. Her first published book is 

War's unwomanly face. In this book Soviet women recount their memories about the Second 

World War. War's unwomanly face gained Alexievich instant acknowledgement among 

readers:  its first edition sold an extraordinary two million copies. Literary critics also positively 

reviewed her first book and she was awarded a prestigious national prize for literature the 

following year. Gradually her books have also become acknowledged internationally and in 

2015 she was awarded the Nobel Prize for her "polyphonic writing, a monument to suffering 

in our time” (nobelprize.org, 2016).  Her books have been translated into 53 languages and 

published in 49 countries (alexievich.info, 2016).   

Alexievich is known for her genre, which places itself at an intersection between novel and 

journalism. In her books she attempts to mediate the real voices of people to the readers. She 

admits that it is the real world that has always interested her the most. The translation here is 

my own close rendering. 

“I have been looking for my own genre for a long time, I wanted to find 

something that would bring literature closer to the reality, it was the reality 

that worried, hypnotized, fascinated me the most” (alexievich.info, 2016) 

Alexievich’s search for the genre in which she would feel comfortable was resolved when she 

first read the novel Out of Fire (1977) by prominent Belorussian writers Ales Adamovich, 

Janka Bryl and Vladimir Kolesnik. They created a book based on tape-recorded conversations 

with people about their experiences in the Second World War. In order to collect interviews, 

the three writers travelled to remote rural areas and talked to people living there. Alexievich 

has also adopted their literary method, because she has seen it as way of eliciting real-life 

experiences. Similarly to Adamovich, Alexievich has often travelled to obscure areas, such as 

villages with only one inhabitant. According to Alexievich each of her books has required 

about 500 interviews and has taken about seven years to write. The books do not contain all of 
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the raw material verbatim. Rather, the interviews are shaped into novels through a detailed 

selection of her material.  

The topics that Alexievich mostly chooses to emphasize in her books cover some of the most 

disturbing events in the history of the Russian-Soviet people. However, her books are not about 

the events, but about the people and their deeply intimate experiences. Like Adamovich, she 

interviews the people whose voices would usually pass unnoticed.  

Six of Alexievich’s books unite into a series of volumes called The Red Man: Voices from the 

Utopia land. The cycle consists of War’s Unwomanly Face (1985); The Last Witnesses (1985), 

told by people who were children at the time when the Second World War broke out; Zinky 

Boys: Soviet Voices from the Afghanistan War (1989), on the war seen through the eyes of its 

participants and their mothers; Enchanted with Death (1993), on people who attempted or did 

commit suicide after seeing the defeat of the communist dream; Voices from Chernobyl: The 

Oral History of a Nuclear Disaster (1997); and Second-hand Time: Life in the Rubble of 

Socialism (2013), on how people saw their lives being impacted by the collapse of the USSR. 

However, in her latest book, The Wondrous Deer of the Eternal Hunt, Alexievich has changed 

her focus and the narration builds around different people’s personal love stories, rather than 

around any particular historical event. 

Overall, Alexievich narrates the stories of regular people through their own voices. These 

stories (except for her last book) are all related to some particular event in the past. Her growing 

body of work is part of a literary genre known as testimonial narrative that draws on real stories 

of people’s lives set in the context of large historical events. I will further explore this genre in 

section 2.2. 

2.2 Testimonial narrative 

Throughout history, people have been preoccupied with committing to paper their own lives 

or other people's lives that they have witnessed. These accounts have not always taken the form 

of historical records. Often such histories have the form of a literary piece of writing rather 

than of a document. The examples of such narratives are the long-standing genre of 

autobiography and of memoirs. Texts written as historical accounts that also make use of the 

resources of literature are termed testimonial narratives. In the Pragmatics of Literary 

Testimony, Warner (2013) suggests that the criteria of exemplarity should be fulfilled in order 

for an individual’s story to be termed as a testimonial narrative. Exemplarity refers to the 
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question of whether a life-narrative of a person or several people is representative of a group 

of people or the nation as a whole. According to Warner (2013), only those works based on 

real accounts and describing events to which many other people can relate can be described as 

testimonial narratives.  

Beverley (1989) points out those examples of testimonial narratives existed already in the 15th 

century (1989: 12). However, most scholars agree that the genre first became established when 

an American anthropologist, Oscar Lewis, published his anthropological work on a poor 

Mexican family. He recorded monologues narrated by the members the family and published 

it under the title Children of Sanchez: The Autobiography of a Mexican Family (1961) 

(Beverly, 1989, 14).  Among the most well-known examples of testimonials today are 

Holocaust literature and Latin American literature of 1960s-1980s. Examples of the latter are 

works such as I, Rigoberta Menchu: an Indian Woman in Guatemala and Elena Ponyatowska’s 

Massacre in Mexico (Jehenson, 1995: 135).   

One of the most crucial questions that researchers working on testimonial narratives have often 

posed with is whether the texts belonging to this genre can be handled as true accounts. Boswell 

(2014) points out that the divide between “autobiographical writing and literary invention […], 

truth and lies” can be problematic. He points out that especially in the case of works that 

"involve collaborative authorship resting on the joint input of someone who was there and 

someone who was not” can be difficult in these terms (2014: 145). He adds that when an 

external author mediates the voices of witnesses, it is often the case that the author will exercise 

"overt or covert fictionalization" of the informant’s original narrative (ibid: 145).  

Seeing the problem in attributing the life-narratives to either manifestations of truth or of the 

authors’ imaginations, Richardson (2009), drawing on Young, suggests viewing testimonials 

against a "narrative continuum" stretching from an "objective" representation of historical facts 

to a “completely fabricated narrative” (2009: 54). At what point a narrative stops being true 

often remains known only to the writer himself/herself. However, readers expect testimonial 

narratives to be true accounts of historical facts (e.g. Beverley 1989, Jehenson 1998). 
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2.3 Prominent stylistic features of Tchernobylskaya 

Molitva 

Tchernobylskaya Molitva. Chronika Budueschego [Chernobyl Prayer: the Chronicle of the 

Future] was first published in 1997. The narrative revolves around the events before, during 

and after the explosion at the Chernobyl nuclear power station. There are three chapters in the 

book: The Land of The Dead, The Crown of Creation and Amazed By Sorrow. The chapters 

consist of monologues narrated by the witnesses, with each monologue about three to eight 

pages long. The monologues are sorted into one of the three chapters according to the overall 

topic. According to Alexievich, the material included in the book’s final section is very 

carefully selected and sorted.  She is constantly searching to put together small, but telling 

details that will portray an individual's experience. The translations from Russian are my own 

close renderings. 

 “And sometimes all of a sudden — and just in one detail, there is everything.  

A guy talk-talks … and then: “You know, when a person dies, it isn’t 

beautiful. Not the way the books describe the death at war […]" I have to be 

really careful with this material” (noblit.ru, 2016) 

“And I concentrate such details, because in real life, they [the details] are not 

concentrated in the same way. But this does not disrupt the effect of 

authenticity” (noblit.ru, 2016).  

Although Alexievich often mentions the criteria she has adopted for selection of the material 

to keep in the final versions of her books, when it comes to the content, it is not clear whether 

deliberate  “stylizing” (Boswell, 2014), i.e. altering of linguistic choices made by the speakers, 

takes place in her works. However, a close stylistic analysis of the novel reveals that it contains 

a broad range of "markers of authentication" (Warner, 2013: 76). According to Warner, these 

"markers of authentication" refer to various features or “traces” in the text that signal to the 

audience that they are reading the words as uttered by the witnesses themselves. For example, 

in Tchernobylskaya Molitva, Alexievich's questions posed to the informants during the 

interview sessions are eliminated, so the voices of the witnesses reach the readers without 

extraneous "noise". However, at many points in the text the presence of an interviewer/writer 

is implied. In the first section of the novel’s first chapter, the opening lines indicate the presence 

in the communicative situation of some other participant, different from the speaker. (Again, 

the translation here is my own close rendering):  
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ST: Я не знаю, о чем рассказывать... О смерти или о любви? Или это одно и то же... 

О чем?  

 ... Мы недавно поженились. Еще ходили по улице и держались за руки, даже если в 

магазин шли... 

Lit: I don’t know, what I should tell about… About death or about love? Or is it the same 

thing… About what?  
…We have just married. We were still walking in the streets hand in hand, even if we only went 

to a grocery store…” 

 

The opening sentence in the example above appears to be an answer to a question posed by an 

interlocutor. The questions following the first sentence again indicate the interactive nature of 

the narrative. However, apart from such more obvious markers of an authentic linguistic 

situation, there are also diverse linguistic features typical of the spoken discourse.  

In addition to traces of the dialog, various linguistic features typical of spoken discourse can 

also serve as "markers of authentication" (Warner, 2013: 76). Spoken language features 

especially contribute to the "sensation of experiencing the real” (Beverly, 1989: 22). Below I 

will consider the linguistic markers that particularly stand out in the text as deviating from the 

standard written norm.   

Spoken language is often contrasted to written language with reference to the conditions under 

which it is produced. When people write, they usually have time to carefully plan every turn 

of phrase. In spoken discourse, on the other hand, “the pressure to maintain continuous 

delivery” constrains language (Leech and Short, 1986: 13). A result of this difference is that 

spontaneous spoken language has a number of features that distinguish it from written 

discourse such as those outlined by Leech and Short: hesitation pauses, false starts and 

syntactic anomalies (1986: 130). Hesitation pauses and other types of pauses have been shown 

by, for example, Biber (1999) to be a frequent feature of spoken language, taking place between 

clauses and between various items within the clause. In Tchernobylskaya Molitva, the pauses 

are conveyed by strikingly numerous suspension points in the text. Interestingly, Alexievich 

points out that when she works on her novels she is most concerned with capturing the rhythm. 

"The rhythm stands for the signs of the soul. The rhythm is the most important thing when it 

concerns the person's inner world" (alexievich.info). Rhythm can refer to different aspects of 

language, such as rhythmic patterns of contrasting phonemes, of syllables, etc. (see Leech and 

Short, 1981: 170). In prose, rhythm can also be depicted through punctuation, such as the use 

of more heavy versus more light punctuation (ibid: 175) It may thus be possible that Alexievich 
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is referring to her own striking use of suspension points when she talks about the importance 

of rhythm.  

Concerning anomalous syntax, one instance of unconventional syntax in Alexievich's book is 

the extremely frequent use of incomplete sentences or sentence fragments. Furthermore, Leech 

and Short point out that the syntax of spoken language is often not directly ungrammatical, but 

nevertheless stands out as unacceptable in the written convention. In Tchernobylskaya Molitva, 

one especially salient manifestation of the deviant grammar of the spoken language is the 

frequent use of juxtaposed clauses (asyndeton), which can be contrasted to the syndetic 

coordination and subordination more, which are more typical of the written standard.  

The features mentioned above are all prominent and foregrounded features of the ST. 

According to Leech and Short (1981) prominent features are those features in the text that 

the reader perceives as unusual, based on his/her previous linguistic encounters (1981: 39). 

Foregrounded features, on the other hand, are the features, which can be shown to deviate in 

either quantitative or qualitative terms from the norms of the given language (ibid: 39). For 

example, in Tchernobylskaya Molitva, suspension points are both likely to be noted as unusual 

by the readers, but they are also deviant in quantitative terms; more than a third of the final 

sentence punctuation in the novel are suspension points. This makes suspension points both a 

prominent and a foregrounded linguistic feature of Tchernobylskaya Molitava. 

The type of testimonial narratives that aims at producing a literary transcription "in 

associated oral narrative mode of writing" is described by Warner as the speech style type of 

testimonial (2013: 16).  The two other types of testimonial narratives, singled out by Warner, 

are memory style (associated with stream-of-conscious technique) and archival style 

(testimonials that make use of documents other than textual ones) (Warner, 2013: 16).  

Alexievich's novel can be categorized as spoken style. However, sometimes there can also be 

be inferred parallels to stream-of-consciousness technique because some of the sentences are 

both oral and detached from the rest of the content. 

As shown above, the novel makes use of the suspension points, fragments and asyndeton to 

mimic the spoken language and in order to facilitate the "sensation of experiencing the real" 

(Beverly, 1989: 22). However, the language of the novel also reflects the unusual mindset of 

the characters, as they delve deep into their memories in order to share their experiences with 

the author. With this use of language, Alexievich aims at pinpointing the almost physically 

painful journey the speakers make to the corners of their minds. Alexievich's preoccupation 
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with depicting the feelings and the overall psychological state of the interviewees can be 

exemplified using the following quotations from her statements made in different sources:  

"I have been looking for an astonished person. Who has faced the sense 

of astonishment. Who has paused to think" (magazines.russ.ru, 2016). 

"I am not writing the history of war, but the history of feelings. I am a 

historian of the soul" (Alexievich, 2014). 

"It is impossible to get close to the reality. Between the reality and people - 

there are feelings" (Alexievich, 2014).  

These examples are especially preoccupied with depicting the emotions of the people and with 

making the readers re-experience these feelings. The unusual emotional state of the speakers, 

I would argue, is represented in the novel by drawing on the resources of spoken language. 

These resources are, for example, suspension points, fragments and asyndeton, which are all 

foregrounded features of the novel. When facing such foregrounded features, the reader 

necessarily re-experiences the events that the speaker recounts. Indeed, Boaser-Beier (2009) 

claims that foregrounded features are capable of making the reader look at reality from a new 

angle: "one of cognitive effects of foregrounding is to make the readers rethink their views of 

the world" (Boase-Beier, 2009: 91).  

In literary criticism ‘point of view’ is the term used for ways in which the author can guide the 

reader through somebody's mind. The representation of world view of the speakers is attained 

by the use of foregrounded features. One of the cognitive effects of foregrounding is that it 

makes the readers rethink their own views of the world (Boase-Beier, 2009: 91) 

Indeed, Alexievich herself experiences the change in world view through the texts she 

produces. This becomes evident from her own comments on her work: 

"And it is more like the material shapes me, my own world view. 

Otherwise, I would stumble into my own reflection at every turn of a page.”  

(noblit, 2016). 

Finally, a fourth (but certainly not the last) feature which stands out as prominent in 

Alexievich’s novel is the peculiar titles in her novel.  Namely, of the 38 titles studies here, 

many consist religious references, as well as allusions to cultural phenomena and evaluative 

comments about Russia/Russian people. Such titles are highly idiosyncratic and mirror the 

overall connection that is made in the book between the suffering of the people who 
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experience Chernobyl and the people’s reliance on God in order to understand their 

experience and be able to cope with this dramatic event.  

2.4 Critics’ responses to Alexievich’s style 

The main criticism that Alexievich's books have been exposed to is that her books are not works 

of literature, but rather documentary journalism and therefore should have never been 

considered as a candidate for the Nobel Prize in literature. However, there have also been 

instances of a more differentiated type of criticism, pointing at particular features of her style. 

This concerns especially the use of suspension points. For example, a literary reviewer 

Konstantin Milchin writes on the web site of the political research institute Carnegie Moscow 

Center:  

"In fact, Alexievich is a profoundly Soviet writer. The topics of her books, 

her approach and her mannered style, from my point of view, are flashy, 

ponderous and beyond dated. In this day and age you can't use that amount 

of suspension points in the writing; it's a very simple and ugly method" 

(carnegie.ru, 2016). 

Moreover, Milchin continues on the news portal expert.ru:   

"And the saddest thing is that the disgusting suspension points got 

legitimized. I will never forgive this to the Swedish academics" (expert.ru, 

2016).  

Petr Kharlamov at another Russian news portal finds it strange that all of the monologues are 

punctuated with suspension points:  

"And what is remarkable is that Alexievich's informants not only express 

themselves according to one given topic, but also that they do it in a very 

similar manner. The prevalence of the suspension points, that lends the texts 

the spoken feel, the endless remarks, that illustrate the speaker’s actions (he 

weeps, she cries) and the speakers’ ability to constantly come up with the 

wisdoms and syllogisms, which are worth a poet [...]  (znak.ru, 2017). 

Table 1: Number of suspension points in three different books by Alexievich 

The title The number of suspension points  

Zinky boys (2006) 3139 

War's Unwomanly face (2012) 3255 

Tchernobylskaya Molitva  (1997) 3325 
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All three books presented in Table 1 address different types of collective trauma. Interestingly, 

however, Alexievich's latest book Wonderous Deer of the Eternal Hunt does not cover 

traumatic experiences, but rather stories of love told by regular people. However, in this book 

too, like in all her other books she uses suspension points extensively.  

Thus, on the one hand, Alexievich structures the different sections of the book into one coherent 

narrative and by doing this conforms to the norms of the written language. On the other hand, 

she deviates markedly from the written standard in terms of language use. In Tchernobylskaya 

Molitva, she prefers to mimic the features of the spoken language. The presence of a high 

number of suspension points, fragments and asyndetic clauses cultivates the effect of 

immediacy or what Beverley (1989: 22) refers to as the "sensation of experiencing the real". 

In addition, these prominent and foregrounded features represent the speaker's peculiar 

mindset, the mindset of people who have lived through a collective trauma.  

In her works Alexievich makes use of highly idiosyncratic language. Drawing on previous 

research Munday (2008) points out that creative uses of language tend to be normalized in 

translation (2008: 32). However, it has also preciously been shown that the term normalization 

should be used carefully when applied to works by different translators, because there is a great 

deal of individual variation in terms of normalization in translation (Kenny, 2001: 210). 

Therefore, it is interesting to see how Bouis and Gessen have treated the features that deviate 

from standard written language. In addition, it is especially exciting to see how such a 

controversial use of suspension points, for which Alexievich has been especially criticized, is 

rendered by two different translators.  

Finally, since testimonial narrative in many ways is seen as a hybrid genre, it is particularly 

interesting to investigate how the translators treated the prominent features of the ST. Hybrid 

genres have not received much attention in previous studies on translation. 
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3 Understanding a translator’s individual 

style 
The main concern of this chapter is to present an overview of the existing methodologies for 

the study of an individual translator’s style. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present work by Toury (1995), 

Hermans (1996) and Schiavi (1996). These scholars’ important reflections on the nature of 

translation were among the most instrumental in laying the groundwork for the study of the 

translator’s style as a separate domain of translation studies. Section 3.3 outlines two main 

theoretical domains of stylistics. Following these general accounts, two methodological 

approaches to the study of the translator’s style are discussed. Section 3.4 is dedicated to the 

target text-oriented approach of which the main proponent is Baker (2000). Section 3.5 

introduces the source text-oriented approach advocated by Munday (2008). Section 3.6 briefly 

introduces the features selected for the present study.  Finally, section 3.7 focuses on the 

element shared by both methodological approaches to the study of the translator’s style, 

namely, their aim to establish links between the translator’s individual linguistic traits and 

background and ideology. This section discusses how links are made between the style of a 

translator and his/her individual socio-cultural background and provides examples of the links 

that researchers have been able to point out thus far.  

3.1 The translators’ idiosyncratic choices as a part of a 

norm-governed activity  

Translation studies as a scientific discipline began in 1971 with Holmes’s famous publication 

“The name and nature of translation studies”. The element of individuality that each translator 

brings into the text has since received very little attention from the researchers in the field. Not 

until the middle of the 1990s were the linguistic choices made by individual translators 

explored in any coherent study. In this section I will present some observations made by Toury 

(1995) about the translator’s idiosyncratic use of language. Toury’s research attempts to 

understand translator behavior and a short account of his main points should therefore be 

presented as a background to the study of the translator’s style. 

Central to Toury’s theoretical framework is the understanding of translation as a norm-

governed activity (1995: 56). He claims that translation is an act constrained mostly by the 

socio-cultural and historical environment. “Regularities of behavior” that can be observed in 
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different translations within a given culture and in a given historical period are called norms 

(Toury, 1995: 55).   

The nature of norms in translation is not absolute; rather norms can be placed in the middle of 

the continuum between two poles: rules and idiosyncrasies. The norms stretch across the 

whole continuum towards the two poles, some of them being more “rule-like”, others being 

“almost idiosyncratic” (Toury, 1995: 54). Toury further pursues the issue of norms and 

develops a complex classification of different kinds of norms, such as initial, preliminary, 

operational and others (1995: 56-59). This discussion will not focus on the complex 

classification, but rather on Toury’s emphasis on the primary importance of norms in the 

translation process.” He points out the following: 

“[W]ere it not for the regulative capacity of norms, the tensions between two 

sources of constraints [ST and TT] would be resolved on an entirely 

individual basis and with no clear yardstick to go by. Extremely free 

variation may well have been the result, which it is clearly not” (Toury, 1995: 

56).  

Thus, Toury describes a translator’s behavior as predominantly predefined by socio-cultural 

norms. The issue of idiosyncrasy pertaining to each translator’s manner of translating is 

acknowledged. However, this issue does not receive further treatment in his work. 

3.2 The translator’s narratological presence 

Hermans (1996) and Schiavi (1996) have been among the first scholars to explicitly focus on 

the individual translator. In their companion articles in the same issue of Target they take a 

narratological approach to the nature of the translator’s presence in a text. Schiavi (1996: 2) 

points out that linguists take an extremely undifferentiated approach when they conduct an 

analysis of a translated text. Particularly, she argues that the same terminology, traditionally 

used to refer to narratological categories of non-translated texts, becomes erroneously reapplied 

to the translations. According to Schiavi, categories such as author, narrator and discourse are 

insufficient when the text under analysis is a translation because none of these categories do 

justice to the translator. Indeed, a most typical narratological diagram looks like this (Hermans 

1996: 26): 
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[Biographical Author]                                               [Biographical Reader] 

Implied Author                   Implied Reader 

Narrator        Narratee 

Text                                   

Schiavi states that Translator must be included in narratological diagrams (similar to the one 

presented above) as a category in its own right whenever a discussion concerns translated texts. 

In order to show that a translator can manifest his or her presence on the level of a narrative, 

Schiavi (1996) draws on Leuven-Zwart’s (1989, 1990) seminal analysis of translational shifts. 

Leuven-Zwart provides an extremely detailed and sophisticated analysis of shifts in translation. 

The hypothesis on which Leuven-Zwart bases her analysis is that microstructural shifts in 

translation can affect the macrolevel of a text across three main functions of discourse: 

ideational, interpersonal, and textual. Two major types of shifts are explored in the study: 

semantic modulation and semantic-syntactic modulation. Semantic modulation involves 

instances where a semantic unit of the source text becomes more concrete or more abstract, 

more subjective or more objective. (Leuven-Zwart, 1989). The term syntactic modulations 

concerns verb tenses, person, number and grammatical classes (both in concrete verbs and in 

functional verbs) (Leuven-Zwart, 1989). The number of shifts reported in the article is 

strikingly high, with most shifts taking place on the level of function words and on the level of 

semantics. When connecting the observed microshifts to the macrolevel of the text, Leuven-

Zwart specifies one main macrolevel change: an author-text-reader relationship becomes 

transformed. The change of this relationship results from the fact that the mind-style of a 

narrative is frequently changed through changes on the level of semantics and function words 

(Leuven-Zwart, 1989).  

Schiavi (1996) claims the person behind the dramatic change in the narratological 

representation of a text, as illustrated in Leuven-Zwart’s study (1989, 1990), cannot be ignored: 

“but we cannot spotlight such a transformation and then ignore the agent who brought it about, 

namely the translator” (Schiavi: 1996, 7). Towards the end of her article, Schiavi devises a 

narratological diagram specifically adapted to translations by inserting the categories of real 

translator, implied translator and implied reader of translation into a traditional narratological 

diagram.    

Unfortunately, apart from describing Leuven-Zwart’s striking findings, Schiavi does not 

supply her article with any examples of her own to illustrate instances of a translator’s presence. 

Hermans (1996), on the other hand, takes a more practical approach and provides a number of 
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useful examples of the translator’s voice, in order to support his claim that a translator is always 

present in the text. Hermans’ main concern is to answer the question: "Does the translator, the 

manual labor done, disappear without textual trace, speaking entirely “under erasure”?" (1996 

26). He focuses on the cases when there is something in the text that draws the attention of the 

readers and makes them realize that they are facing a translation, not an original. In other words, 

the reader does not need to compare the translation to the source text, in order to discover that 

some “interventions” have taken place in the text (Hermans, 1996: 33). On the contrary, the 

reader becomes aware of some additional voice by only engaging with the source text. Hermans 

outlines two main types of conditions under which the voice of a translator can “break through 

the surface of the text speaking for itself, in its own name” (1996: 27): 

- The source text was tailored specifically to the source language audience and 

therefor the reader of the target text experiences cognitive difficulties interpreting 

the communicative clues of the text. Such situations are especially likely to arise 

when the SL and the TL belong to two very different cultures (Hermans, 1996: 28). 

- The cases in which the translator’s voice is revealed through “self-referentiality” 

(Hermans, 1996: 28). 

The examples of (1) are references and allusions. Such features require shared background 

knowledge between the narrator and the reader; when readers of a translated text come across 

such culture-specific items they are not able to relate to them (ibid., 1996: 26). Instances of 

self-referentiality (2) include translator’s notes, comments, etc. which break into an otherwise 

homogeneous text (Hermans, 1996: 34). 

Hermans maintains that it is not in all translations that the translator’s voice will come to the 

fore; in some translations the voice of a translator will be impossible to discern from that of the 

author or the narrator. However, in other texts, the translator’s voice will manifest itself through 

the kinds of markers outlined above. In addition, there may also be different degrees of 

discernibility (Hermans, 1996: 47). Ultimately, Hermans suggests that the presence of the 

translator’s voice in translations must be implied even in cases when this voice is not directly 

observable (1996: 42).  

As has been shown above, both Hermans and Schiavi insist that the translator’s voice deserves 

more discussion and that any narratological analysis of a translated text should consider 

Translator as a separate discursive category. However, they do not focus on how a discursive 

voice of one translator can be different from that of another.  
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3.3 Style 

Since the rest of this thesis will frequently make use of the term style it is necessary at this 

point to make clear what style can refer to. The definition of style is notoriously difficult to pin 

down. The term style, in its broadest sense, can describe a particular genre, a particular period 

or even a school of writing (Leech and Short, 1981: 11). For example, the style of diaries 

belongs to a particular genre; the style of medieval literature refers to the literature written 

during the Middle Ages; while the term style of literary realism is used to describe the authors 

who adhere to a particular literary movement/school. However, even if the discussion of style 

is narrowed down to include only one particular person, style can still be understood in different 

ways. Crystal and Davy (1969) in their authoritative “Investigating English Style” suggest the 

following definition: 

[S]ome or all of the language habits of one person – as when we talk about 

Shakespeare’s style (or styles), or the style of James Joyce, or when we 

discuss question of disputed authorship. More often, it refers in this way to 

a selection of language habits, the occasional linguistic idiosyncrasies which 

characterize an individual’s uniqueness (Crystal and Davy, 1969: 9)  

Their definition implies on the one hand that style refers to both a particular author and his or 

her artistic idiosyncrasies (cf. Shakespeare’s styles) while on the other hand it may refer to the 

style of a particular member of the linguistic community as having linguistic habits different 

from those of other members of the same community. 

Leech and Short (1981) in their prominent book Style and Fiction prefer an even narrower 

definition of style and choose to talk about the style of texts (Leech and Short, 1981: 11). To 

them, style is “the way in which the language is used in a given context, by a given person, for 

a given purpose, and so on” (Leech and Short, 1981: 10).  

Leech and Short’s (1981) approach allows one to delineate the number of stylistic variables 

studied. However, it does not resolve the ambiguity, pointed at in Crystal and Davy’s 

definition. Leech and Short (1981) clarify this further in their book. Stylistics in general can 

have two different objectives of study depending on the goal of the researcher (Leech and 

Short, 1981: 14). One goal of stylistics is to provide insight into how certain artistic effects are 

attained by certain texts.  

We normally study style because we want to explain something, and in 

general, literary stylistics has, implicitly or explicitly, the goal of explaining 
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the relation between language and artistic function. …  “We should 

scarcely find the Style of Henry James worth studying unless we assumed it 

could tell us something about James as a literary artist (Leech and Short, 

1981: 13)  

From the definition presented above it follows that a study of style would normally be 

preoccupied with the examination of linguistic features that carry a certain artistic function 

within a text. However, Leech and Short (1981) point out that stylistics can also focus on 

features that do not have any particular artistic function in the text. This latter approach is found 

in studies concerning authorship attribution: 

Such investigations have tended to concentrate on linguistic traits which may 

not necessarily be artistically relevant, such as range of vocabulary, sentence 

length or frequency of certain conjunctions, on the principle that a writer’s 

genuine ‘thumbprint’ is more likely to be found in unobtrusive habits 

beyond conscious artistic control (Leech and Short, 1981: 14)  

The two above definitions of stylistics, suggested by Leech and Short (1981), show that there 

are two main areas within stylistics. This division clarifies the ambiguity pertinent to Crystal 

and Davy’s (1969: 9) definition. Leech and Short (1981) emphasize that the process of 

selection of features for a stylistic study will always depend on what type of area of stylistic 

research the researcher opts to focus on (1981: 11). 

It will become clear from the subsequent sections that, in approaching the study of an individual 

translator’s style, Baker (2000) and Munday (2008) concentrated on two different areas of 

stylistics.  
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3.4 Target text-oriented perspectives on the study of the 

translator’s style 

3.4.1 Baker’s (2000) approach 

Baker’s (2000) exploratory article “Towards a methodology for investigating the style of a 

literary translator” was one of the first studies to emphasize the need to systematically 

investigate instances of individual variation between translators. Baker confronts Hermans’ 

(1996) view that in some texts the translator’s voice will be totally “impossible to detect” 

(2000: 245). She argues that every translated text contains detectable individual linguistic 

traces of a translator and uses the term “translator’s style” to account for the existence of such 

traces.  

Applying Leech and Short’s (1981) understanding of a style as the “thumb-print” of a writer 

and Hermans’ and Schiavi’s notion of a translator’s voice, Baker suggests a tentative method 

for the study of the translator’s style. For Baker, style is “a kind of thumb-print that is expressed 

in a range of linguistic — as well as non-linguistic — features” (2000: 245). According to 

Baker, three different aspects of the translator’s style can be distinguished. They are presented 

as follows: 

1) translator’s choice of what material to translate; 

2) recurring strategies; 

3) recurring patterns of a translator’s linguistic habits (Baker, 2000: 245). 

The first two aspects (choice of text to translate and strategy) of the translator’s style can be 

described as inherently non-linguistic, while the third aspect (stylistic habits) is linguistic in 

nature (e.g. Walder, 2013: 60). Regarding (1), Baker states that the analysis of a translator’s 

choice of material to translate will not always be feasible; indeed, not all translators have 

translated several books or, even if they have, not all of them had the luxury to choose which 

book to translate. As for strategies, (2) here Baker includes conscious choices made by a 

translator, such as the inclusion of footnotes and glosses in the text. Baker’s main interest, 

however, and she stresses it repeatedly, lies in (3) “the translator’s quite subtle, unobtrusive 

linguistic habits (3) which are largely beyond the conscious control of the writer and which 

we, as receivers, register mostly subliminally” (2000: 246). She maintains that linguistic habits 

that usually belong to the field of forensic linguistics (a branch of authorship attribution studies) 

can also be relevant to the study of a translator’s individual style (Baker, 2000: 246). 
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She argues that a researcher must take into account a number of factors before a stylistic 

analysis of a translation can be conducted. Namely, the influence of the source text language 

and the style of a ST author should be excluded, in order to be able to “attribute” certain 

linguistic features of the target text to the translator (Baker, 2000: 258). Baker states that one 

way to eliminate the influence of the source text is to focus on the features, which in Baker’s 

view are less influenced by the source text. She makes three suggestions concerning these 

features:  

i) mean sentence length and type-token ratio;  

ii) translator’s preferred lexical items, syntactic structures and punctuation 

marks in cases, where different other alternatives could have been a 

solution (Baker, 2000: 248); 

iii) “patterns which are less likely to be consciously reproduced on the basis 

of the source texts” (ibid, 2000: 57). 

Regarding (i), both of these features are global statistical measures that are retrievable using 

corpus tools, for example WordSmith. Mean sentence length is a measure that shows the 

average length of a sentence in a given text. Mean type-token ratio is used to identify how 

varied the vocabulary of the text is. The ratio of types to tokens is measured in order to identify 

the vocabulary richness of a text. The more varied the vocabulary of the text, the higher its 

type-token ratio; the more repetition the text contains, the lower its ratio of types to tokens 

(Kelly, 2001: 34). Both type-token ratio and mean sentence length are techniques traditionally 

used in authorship attribution studies (Stamatatos, 2009: 3). As for (ii), Baker refers to the 

consistent preference of a translator for one linguistic option and not another, in the situations 

when a certain feature could be translated using several different linguistic options. Baker’s 

feature (iii) termed “patterns which are less likely to be consciously reproduced on the basis of 

the source texts” is, in a way, an extension of (ii); it describes situations when some 

hypothetical linguistic feature has a “fixed” use in the SL (it is either absent or obligatory), 

while in the TL it can be realized through a number of different alternatives. 

In order to test the proposed method of identifying features, “which can reasonably be 

attributed to the translator” (Baker, 2000: 246), the scholar examines a comparable corpus. 

The corpus consists of five different translations from Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese by 

Peter Bush and three different translations from Arabic by Peter Clark. The British National 

Corpus (BNC) is used is a reference corpus. The translations are made from originals texts 

which differ to a large extent in terms of both genre, the authors and the fictional universe 

described. Baker compares the target texts using four different variables: mean type-token 
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ratio, mean sentence length, frequency of the reporting verb SAY and the optional connective 

that in reporting structures. The analysis of mean type-token ratio and mean sentence length 

exemplifies Baker’s suggestion (i) above. The analysis of the lemma SAY as an example of a 

study conducted in line with Baker’s suggestion (ii) above. Her assumption is that the 

translators might differ in terms of what grammatical tense they prefer to ascribe to SAY which 

may be a manifestation of their individual translator’s style. To test the suggestion (iii) 

“patterns which are less likely to be consciously reproduced on the basis of the source texts”, 

Baker looks at the use of connective that. The use of that after reporting structure is obligatory 

in Arabic and English. Therefore, Baker (2000) assumes that any variation detected in Bush’s 

and Clark’s subcorpora would be an indication of their individual translator’s styles. 

 Baker finds marked differences between the two translators across all of the variables. For 

example, the mean sentence length in Bush’s translations is 23.76, while it is only 8.07 in the 

subcorpus of Clark’s translations (Baker, 2000: 251). In the second stage of her investigation, 

Baker attempts to explain the identified patterns in relations to the extra-linguistic information 

about Bush and Clark.  

Baker uses a large corpus, consisting of 296,146 words in the sub-corpus of Bush’s translations 

and 173,932 words in the sub-corpus of Clark’s translations (2000: 249). This, however, is 

done at the expense of the reliability of results. The problem with her analysis is that she does 

not make any systematic comparisons between the target texts and the source texts; therefore, 

Baker’s results can only be approached very carefully. The differences indicated in her study 

might well be a reflection of different linguistic patterning in the source texts rather than the 

result of different choices made on the part of the translators. Indeed, the role of the source 

texts in Baker’s approach is minor; the analysis starts by retrieving linguistic patterns directly 

from the TT, which is why her method has been frequently termed “target text oriented”. 

It is worth noting that Baker suggests that the linguistic patterns of mean sentence length, mean 

type-token ratio, frequency of the lemma SAY and the connective that are all examples of 

unconscious choices on the part of the translator (Baker 2000: 251, 253). However, she relies 

totally on her intuition in making such conclusions on the nature of the translators’ decisions. 

Nevertheless, Baker’s proposed methodology and her specific focus on features that might be 

a manifestation of a translator’s unconscious choices have engaged a number of studies. I will 

now provide a short overview of the studies that have used Baker’s methodology in order to 

identify a translator’s individual style.  
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Sentence length, type-token ratio and other corpus measures have been explored as a 

potentially revealing feature of the translators’ style by, for example, Mikhailov and Villikka 

(2001), Johansson (2011), Walder (2013) and Huang (2014). Their studies are presented in the 

following discussion.  

Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) conducted a study in which they investigated the style of several 

translators using a range of various vocabulary richness measures and by comparing most 

frequent words in different translations. They composed a parallel corpus of Russian originals 

and Finish translations. The corpus consisted of two translations by different translators of the 

same source text (Dostoyevski’s Zapiski iz podpolja), as well as three originals translated by 

one translate and one original translated by yet another translator. 

The questions that Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) pursue to answer in their study are as follows: 

“is there something personal the translator adds to the target text? Is it possible to define this 

something and to use it to identify the translator?” (2001: 378). When all translations in the 

corpus were compared to each other in terms of vocabulary richness, the two translations of 

the same text by two different translators displayed nearly identical frequencies. A similar 

picture was revealed concerning another statistical measure, namely, the comparison of 40 most 

frequent words retrieved using WordSmith. Here again translations of the same text by two 

different translators displayed only slight variation. This means that when translating the same 

text both translators made very similar choices in terms of vocabulary. Mikhailov and Villikka 

(2001) sum up that “when translations were analyzed with some widely used authorship 

attribution methods (e.g. vocabulary richness, frequent words), it appeared as if translators 

didn’t have a language and a style of their own”.  

On the other hand, Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) state that when the two translations of 

Dostoyevski’s Zapiski iz podpolja were compared in terms of the ratio of number of sentences 

in original/number of sentences in translation there was some variation between the two 

translators. Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) interpret this variation as a manifestation of the two 

translators’ individual styles and describe one of the translators as pursuing “fidelity to the 

original” and the other striving to attain “best possible readability in the target language” 

(Mikhailov and Villikka, 2001: 383). 

Subsequent studies using corpus statistics to detect the translator’s style have produced 

contradicting evidence. Walder (2013), following Olohan’s (2004) suggestion to use translator-
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author corpus in the study of the translator’s style, composes a corpus consisting of Donald 

McLaughlin’s translations to English of different German authors and his own original writings 

in English. Walder (2013) looks closely at such variables as mean sentence length and type-

token ration. In addition to a two subcorpora containing McLaughlin’s own writings and a 

subcorporus consisting of his translations from German, Walder (2013) also uses a reference 

corpus of translations from German to English by other translators in order to “contextualize” 

the results (Walder, 2013: 59). 

Walder (2013) reports that the mean sentence length in McLaughlin’s translation subcorpus is 

different from the mean sentence length in the two subcorpora of McLaughlin’s own writings 

(15.36 vs. 10.71 and 9.93 respectively) (2013: 61). 

However, when Walder (2013) compares her results to a reference translation corpus she 

notices that McLaughlin’s translations are closer to the reference corpus in terms of the mean 

sentence length (15.36 vs. 15.93 respectively). Walder suggests that the similarity between 

McLaughlin’s translations and a larger reference corpus might indicate that mean sentence 

length should be studied as one of translational universals along the lines of Laviosa’s (1998) 

study, rather than as a feature of an individual translator’s style (Walder 2011: 63). However, 

when Walder (2013) measures the spectrum of vocabulary diversity (a statistic measure that is 

based on type-token ration) she finds that McLaughlin’s translations are very similar (51.76 

vs. 49.75 and 52.39) to his writings in this respect (Walder, 2013: 60). 

Huang (2014) compares mean type-token ration and mean sentence length in a corpus 

consisting of translations of Chinese to English by two different translators, Goldblatt and 

Yang. He reports that the translators do not differ in terms of type-token ratio, scoring 46.01 

and 44.73. He also argues that Goldblatt and Yang do not differ significantly in terms of mean 

sentence length (15.17 vs. 11.92).  His conclusion is that corpus statistics, such as mean type-

token ratio and mean sentence length, “[do] not work well enough to tell two translators’ styles 

apart” (Huang, 2014: 50). 

Thus, the findings concerning statistical measures such as type-token ratio and sentence length 

are extremely variable.  Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) report that mean sentence length can 

be used as an indicator of a translator’s individual style but not type-token ratio; Walder (2013) 

states exactly the opposite, while Huang (2014) suggests that none of these statistical measures 

is suitable to the task of detecting an individual translator’s style. This conflict can be a result 
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of different techniques used. For example, Mikhailov and Villikka’s (2001) number of 

sentences in the source text/number of sentences in the target text ratio is a different type of 

statistical variable than mean sentence length. Although both aim at revealing something about 

the difference in the sentence length preferred by different translators. Another reason for the 

disparity in the results reported by different researchers may be that different types of corpora 

were used (e.g. Walder’s (2013) author-writer corpus and Mikhailov and Villikka’s (2001) 

parallel corpus). It is also worth noting that none of the described studies have taken source 

texts into consideration. Interestingly, Johansson (2011), comparing mean sentence length in a 

corpus of 10 translations of the same text, finds that in eight of them the translators have very 

similar sentence length values, while only two diverge from the overall trend. When Johansson 

(2011) looks at the number of sentences in the original and in the translations, he notices that 

eight of the translators that display very little variation in terms of mean sentence length  also 

show “a general tendency to keep the same sentence division as in the original text” (Johansson, 

2011: 6). Johansson’s (2011) observations indicate that mean sentence length might be 

revealing of linguistic habits of some translators (such as the two translators that deviated from 

the overall patterns displayed by the eight other translators), but not others.   

It is important to point out that the source text is totally overlooked in the target text-oriented 

approach. As has been discussed in section 3.3 above, Leech and Short (1981) distinguish 

between two different goals of stylistics: “explaining the relationship between the language 

and artistic function” and examining “unobtrusive habits beyond conscious artistic control” 

(Leech and Short, 1981: 14). It seems that the studies involving comparison of statistical 

measures have so far only been able to make statements about the latter, while the discussion 

of translators’ different decisions concerning sentence length and literary relevance of such 

decisions on the level of the narrative has been avoided. I would argue that such discussions 

have been avoided partly because the ST has been left out of the researchers’ view in the first 

place.  

The second feature suggested by Baker for target text-oriented studies of a translator’s 

individual style (2000), concerns preferred linguistic choices “where other options may be 

equally available in the language” (Baker, 2000: 248). It has also been explored in a number 

of studies, such as Mikhailov and Villikka (2001), Baker (2004) and Winters (2007). In the 

article referred to above, Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) examine the equivalents of the Russian 

particle vse-taki and the Russian subjectless clause kazhetsya (typically used as a parenthetical 
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sentence). Their results show, for example, that one of the translators, E. Adrian, prefers to 

translate kazhetsja as taitaa. Another translator, V. Kallama, prefers a different equivalent 

mielestäni, while the third translator U.-L. Heino appears to be especially fond of the word 

ilmeisesti (Mikhailov and Villikka, 2001: 382). Interestingly, Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) 

do not even mention anything about the qualitative differences between these equivalents and 

seem only to be preoccupied with detecting the differences. 

Finally, the third type of feature that, according to Baker (2000), should be used in target text-

oriented studies of the translator’s style is “patterns which are less likely to be consciously 

reproduced on the basis of the source texts”. In Baker the pattern of this type is the use of that 

(which is obligatory in Arabic and Spanish, but optional in English). However, this suggestion 

is not totally unproblematic. For example, Winters (2009, 2013) examines the use of model 

particles in a parallel corpus of two different translations into German of one English novel. 

English does not have model particles, while German is known for its numerous modal 

particles. However, Winters points out that English can indicate similar attitude using other 

linguistic features. Particularly, when examining English translations of German texts, Winters 

shows that the use of modal particles whol and aber were triggered by the corresponding modal 

adverb surely (Winters, 2011: 436). Once again, the evidence is provided that the influence of 

the ST, even in such special cases, cannot be eliminated totally and therefore a researcher 

cannot escape the comparison of the ST with the TT.  

3.4.2 Subconscious linguistic choices in translation 

As has been pointed out above, Baker (2000) suggests a division between strategies and 

unconscious choices. However, in her study she does not elaborate on what criteria should be 

used in order to disentangle the two types of choices. Saldanha (2004) casts more light on the 

issue of unconscious choices in translation. In her study the unconscious choices are referred 

as “stylistic habits”, while conscious strategies are termed “rhetoric choices”. The choice of 

this particular terminology is made by Saldanha (2004: 50) following Millic (1971). Drawing 

on a target text-oriented approach to the study of the translator’s style, Saldanha sets out to 

investigate both "rhetoric choices” and “stylistic habits”. She compiled two subcorpora 

consisting of translations by Peter Bush and Margaret Jull Costa, respectively. Each subcorpora 

comprised five translations into English of different Spanish originals. 

Regarding the category that she terms “rhetoric choices”, Saldanha examines two features: the 

use of emphatic italics that are used to graphologically highlight foreign words in a text, on the 
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one hand, and the use of foreign words that are not highlighted graphologically on the other 

hand. Both features are considered by Saldanha to be clear cases of “deliberate strategies” on 

the part of a translator (2004: 120, 175).  

Unlike Baker (2000), Saldanha (2011) makes a methodological proposal concerning what 

features are to be studied as unconscious. The unconscious choices or rather, “stylistic habits”, 

should be examined at the lower syntactic level (Saldanha, 2011). Saldanha states that it is 

“lower-level syntactic patterns that have proved more relevant in revealing the habitual 

aspects of composition in forensic stylistics” (2011: 33). Yet, Saldanha (2011) does not make 

it clear what exactly features she defines as “lower-level syntactic choices”. In order to identify 

“stylistic habits” of the translators in her corpus, Saldanha focuses on the use of optional 

connective that after reporting verbs SAY and TELL, which have already been investigated as 

potentially unconscious choices in Baker and Olohan (2000), Baker (2000) and Kenny (2005) 

(Saldanha, 2004: 166). According to Olohan and Baker (2000), “translators clearly do not adopt 

a conscious strategy of spelling out optional syntactic elements such as that in reporting 

clauses” (2000:143, quoted in Saldanha, 2004: 166). However, Saldanha's initial assumption 

that connective that will reveal the translator’s “automatic” language choices, has been 

disconfirmed through the interviews with Bush and Costa. The interviews were carried out as 

a part of Saldanha’s study and revealed that the translators use that in a conscious manner 

(2005: 220). The results of the interviews disconfirmed the assumptions, expressed in previous 

studies, that that is an unconscious feature of a translator’s style. Below are two extracts from 

the interviews with Bush and Costa, illustrating the translator’s stance with respect to their use 

of that: 

Peter Bush: That's a very conscious thing, when I edit my translations, I 

pay particular attention to that, because ... in French and in Spanish, or in 

Romance languages the 'that' in reported speech is a necessity, it has to be 

there. It doesn't have to be there in English and the difficulty in English is 

that you can get too many 'thats' (Saldanha, 2005: 198).  

Jull Costa expresses some surprise when I tell her that she uses it more 

often than Bush. She does not follow a deliberate strategy in this regard, but 

"it's not entirely unconscious, because I am conscious of thinking, do I need 

'that' there? Sometimes it reads more fluently without the 'that'" (Saldanha, 

2004: 197). 

The researcher concludes that her initial hypothesis that the unconscious choices of the 

translators would be manifested through the use of the functional word that did not consider 

the fact that translation is “a much less spontaneous process” than writing. (2005: 220). Still, 
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she considers this issue worth pursuing in future studies in order to uncover what “stylistic 

habits” can be identified in translation (Saldanha, 2005: 221).  

Walder’s (2013) study supports Saldanha’s (2004) finding that the distinction between 

conscious/unconscious can be problematic. As has been indicated above, Walder has studied 

sentence length in a translator-author corpus. When asked about sentence length, McLaughlin 

claimed to be following the structure and the sentence length of the ST very closely “unless it 

causes problems”. Based on the answer elicited from the translator, Walder (2013) has 

concluded that the division between conscious and unconscious choices “may be too 

simplistic” (2013: 63). 

3.4.3 Features studied in authorship attribution  

The discussion above has shown that the issue of conscious/unconscious choices has captured 

the attention of a number of those researching translators’ individual styles. Measuring mean 

sentence length and type-token ratio are the two types of authorship attribution techniques that 

have been applied most frequently to identify presumably subconscious choices of translators. 

In addition, Saldanha (2011) has claimed that lower-level syntactic choices, should be 

examined to detect unconscious linguistic choices of translators. In order to understand better 

how the knowledge accumulated by authorship attribution studies can be integrated into the 

study of an individual translator’s style, it is necessary to give a short overview of this 

interesting area of stylistics studies and of the techniques it has at its disposal. 

As a study of language use within a larger stylistic paradigm, authorship attribution originated 

in 1964, and it draws extensively on statistical and computation techniques in order to identify 

the author in cases of disputable authorship. In the course of the last decade, authorship 

attributions studies have experienced a significant advance, with more varied and more reliable 

methods making their way into the field (Stamatatos, 2009). Forensic linguistics is an area of 

authorship attribution that deals especially with identifying the authors of anonymous texts. 

Forensic linguists working within this stylistic paradigm tend to believe that 

each human being has a different repertoire of linguistic variables that 

manifest themselves in their writings and that these can be accounted for by 

socio-historical differences. (Nini and Gant, 2013: 2)  

Coulthard (2004) points out that authorship attribution researchers refer to a unique version of 

language that each individual has simply as style, but sometimes also as idiolect or linguistic 

fingerprints (2004: 431, 432).  
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According to Nini and Gant (2013), such factors as gender, ethnicity, age, job, geography and 

knowledge of a second language contribute to forming the unique styles of individuals. 

Usually, the more socio-historical factors two individuals have in common, the greater 

similarity their styles will manifest (Nini and Gant, 2013: 2). Socio-historical factors play a 

major role in shaping people’s idiolects. However, since language production begins in a 

human brain, it has been argued that cognitive structure of the brain may also have a role in 

forming a person’s idiolect, in addition to socio-historical factors. As Nini and Gant (2013) 

argue, differences in cognitive structures are traditionally linked to one’s choice of syntactic 

structures (2013: 25).  

Features that are used to quantify the style of an individual are usually referred to as style 

markers (Stamatatos, 2009: 3). Various researchers have suggested a broad range of style 

markers. The traditional and most basic features for attributing authorship are character 

features and lexical features. Examples of character features are mean sentence length, hapax 

legomena (unique words in a text) and vocabulary richness (type-token ratio), of which the 

latter have been described as a less reliable measure, due to its strong dependency on text length 

(Stamatatos: 2009, 4). Lexical features include the most common words and function words 

and are described as one of the most reliable methods for identifying the style of an author. 

Particularly, function words are considered to be used mostly unconsciously and to be topic-

independent. The study of an individual translator’s style should focus on “low-level syntactic 

features”, Saldanha (2011) suggests. However, more complex syntactic structures can also 

serve as style markers potentially revealing of an author’s style. The analysis of syntactic 

information is based on the assumption that individuals use recurring syntactic patterns in 

their writing (Stamatatos, 2009: 7). Along with function words, syntactic structures are 

described as largely unconscious. The study of syntactic features can involve the counting of 

clauses within a sentence, or even measuring the number of occurrences of sentence fragments 

in an individual’s writing. Thus, if one is to attempt to identify potentially unconscious features 

of an author’s or translator’s style, the focus may also be placed on recurring syntactic patterns 

of a more a complex nature, than those Saldanha (2011) suggests to focus on. Indeed, even if 

one is to study “lower-level syntactic features”, such as functional words, this can hardly be 

done without the reference to the overall narratological and syntactic structure of a text. 
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3.4.4 Shortcoming of the target text-oriented approach 

In target text-oriented studies of the translator’s style, based on Baker’s (2000) methodology, 

the role of the source text has been largely downplayed. This is a major disadvantage of such 

studies because a translation is always based on a source text and strongly depends upon it. In 

order to eliminate the influence of the ST in a target text-oriented study of the translator’s style, 

Baker (2000) suggests to particularly look at three types of features: corpus statistics, preferred 

equivalents, and features that are “less likely” to be the result of ST patterning (Baker, 2000: 

57). Concerning the corpus statistics, studies such as Mikhailov and Villikka (2001), Walder 

(2013) and Huang (2014) have produced contradicting results. Studies investigating favorite 

equivalents , have shown that, in principle, such favorite equivalents can be identified 

(Mikhailov and Villikka 2001, Baker 2004). The investigations of  “patterns which are less 

likely to be consciously reproduced on the basis of the source texts” (Baker, 2000: 57) have 

pointed at the fact that the ST and the TT text have a more complex relationship than what 

Baker might have assumed when aiming to select the features that would escape the influence 

of the ST.  

More crucially, the downplaying of the role of the ST has led to the fact that some important 

issues have been left out without attention. For example, stylistically marked ST features, in 

response to which translators are generally believed to adopt conscious strategies, and the way 

they are rendered in the TT has been largely overlooked in the studies mentioned here. Indeed, 

Saldanha (2004: 50) points out that “we can assume that most strategies will be directed at 

reproducing the same effects as the source text” such statements are merely impressionistic 

and need to be supported by empirical studies. I would argue that the study of marked features 

of the ST is necessary because they can provide insight into how the translator’s 

“narratological presence” (Hermans, 1996; Schiavi, 1996) can have an impact on the narrative 

structure of the text. In fact, if we are to address the goals of literary stylistics, in addition to 

the goals of authorship attribution, or more correctly “author profiling”, we need to be able to 

say something about how the ST features pertaining to the “artistic functions” of the language 

are changed in translation. 

The second major problem with target text-oriented approach is that it does not give indications 

of how the researcher should proceed with selecting features for the study. Baker (2004) also 

acknowledges the lack of any model that would guide a researcher concerning the choice of 

the feature to examine. Features that have been studied so far, applying Baker’s methodology, 

have been mostly chosen for their extremely high frequency of occurrence (lemma SAY), and 
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the ease of identification using corpus tools. Indeed, Saldanha (2011) admits that the “studies 

using a corpus linguistics approach tend to be limited to features with an easily identifiable 

orthographic realization” (2011: 34). However, if translations studies as a discipline is to 

provide insight into the translation process at different levels of the language, then we cannot 

overlook the less easily identifiable features only because they cannot be retrieved at the click 

of a button. The strict division between the conscious and unconscious decisions on the part of 

a translator, although an interesting area in its own right, does not make the selection of features 

to study any easier. Indeed, the features that are generally regarded to be unconscious in writing 

(sentence length, type-token ratio and the use of function words), have often been shown to be 

used in a conscious manner in translations (Walder, 2013; Saldanha, 2004). Due to the 

translation process’s conscious character, the question arises whether the division of 

conscious/unconscious can be more straightforwardly applied to the study of a more 

spontaneous mode of interlingual transfer, such as, interpreting (see also Kajzer-Wietrzny, 

2013: 38). 

3.5 Source text-oriented perspectives on the study of the 

translator’s style 

In the previous sections the target text-oriented approach to the study of a translator’s 

individual style has been presented and criticized for its shortcomings.  It is typical for the 

studies using Baker’s (2000) approach to start the investigation of the translator’s style by 

identifying patterns of linguistic features in the target text. However, as argued above, the role 

of the influence of the source text has often been downplayed in the studies adopting her  

perspective. In the present section I will review an approach that lends credence to the potential 

influences of ST on the style of a translator.   

3.5.1 Malmkjær’s (2003) translational stylistics 

Kirsten Malmkjær (2003) in her article “What happened to God and the Angels” presents a 

methodology that she terms translational stylistics. According to Malmkjær (2003), the aim 

of stylistic analysis of translations is to answer the question “why, given the source text, the 

translation has been shaped in such a way that it comes to mean what it does”. 

To answer this question, Malmkjær (2003) draws on critical discourse analysis. The aim of 

critical discourse analysis is to explain the linguistic choices made by writers. Critical discourse 

analysis examines texts in order to state something about political, religious or ideological 
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stance of the author (Malmkjær, 2003: 15). Authors are usually allowed “freedom of choice” 

in terms of the use of language; an author can select linguistic options from all the possible 

options of the repertoire of the language (Malmkjær, ibid, 15). By analyzing a text written by 

a given author the researcher can elicit the political, religious or ideological motivations behind 

the author’s linguistic choices.   

In Malmkjær’s view (2004), translational stylistics should look for patterns in the relationships 

between the ST and its TT. Such patterns can reveal motivations of the translator along the 

lines of critical discourse analysis (2004: 16). To illustrate her point, Malmkjær (2003) 

examines English translations of 60 stories written in Dutch by Hans Christian Andersen. In 

all cases, the same translator, Henry William Dulcken, produced the translations. Malmkjær 

finds one particularly interesting pattern. Dulcken frequently avoids the source text’s numerous 

references to God (Malmkjær, 2003). The examples of such changes are presented below: 

Andersen: Du min Skaber.  

Lit: ‘You my creator’ 

Dulcken: “Good heavens!” (Malmkjær, 2003: 47) 

 

Andersen: Vor Herre vil ikke slaae Haanden af mig!  

Lit: ‘Our Lord will not disown me!’ 

Dulcken: help will not be denied me (Malmkær, 2003: 47) 

 Malmkjær (2003) provides frequencies of instances of different solutions, including 

omissions and replacements by a non-religious lexis. Ultimately, she reports that she would 

not have been able to reveal Dulcken’s tendency to avoid religious terminology “except in 

the course of a detailed study of a large amount of text” (Malmkjær, 2003: 42), emphasizing 

the importance of the focus on both the source text as well as the target text.  

In order to explain motivations behind the revealed patterns Malmkjær (2003) considers the 

translator’s overall strategies and his socio-cultural environment (Malmkjær, 2004: 20). She 

describes Dulcken as being otherwise very faithful to the ST. Therefore, Dulcken’s deviation 

from Andersen’s use of religious terminology stands out as an unusual solution in his 

translation practice. Malmkjær (2003) finds an explanation in the socio-cultural conditions; at 

the time Dulcken produced his translations Denmark and Britain had different attitudes towards 

religion. Malmkjær (2003) concludes that Dulcken consciously introduced changes in order to 

meet the expectations of the British audience (Malmkjær, 2004: 22). 

Thus, translational stylistics is different from Baker’s (2000) target-oriented approach in that 

it involves much closer analysis of the ST and the TT. Moreover, Malmkjær’s methodology 
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focuses only on the translator’s conscious, motivated choices, rather than on unconscious ones. 

But, unfortunately, like Baker (2000), she does not draw on any stylistic framework to treat the 

translator’s choices in respect to the discursive macrolevel of the narrative. Rather, she merely 

speculates on the perceived stylistic effects of the translator’s changes (Malmkjær, 2003: 51). 

In addition, although she does explain that the analysis is conducted through close study of the 

ST and the TT, like Munday (2008: 35) points out, no further elaborations concerning the 

different stages of the analysis are given. 

3.5.2 Munday’s (2008) analysis of a translator’s discursive 

presence  

A more comprehensive source text-oriented approach is suggested in the book Style and 

Ideology in Translation by Jeremy Munday (2008). Drawing on Hermans (1996) and Schiavi 

(1996) he understands the translator’s style through the notion of narratological voice. To 

Munday, the translator’s style is a linguistic realization of voice:  

Whereas we shall use voice to refer to the abstract concept of authorial, 

narratorial, or translatorial presence, we consider style to be the linguistic 

manifestation of that presence in the text (Munday, 2008: 19). 

Such understanding of style is in line with Hermans’ (1996) and Schiavi’s (1996) previous 

research on the translator’s voice (see section 3.2). Munday (2008) argues that the style of a 

translator can be manifested linguistically at different levels of the text. He distinguishes 

between three levels of the narrative fiction (2008: 14):  

 the story , i.e. “the events and characters”;    

 the text, i.e. “the way the events are presented and ordered”; and     

 the narration, i.e. “the level of voices”.    

Munday (2008: 14, 15) claims that the translator’s voice is typically located on the text and the 

narrative levels. The scholar states that on the level of the text the voice of the translator would 

be discernable. Under the category “discernable voice” he subsumes the examples previously 

outlined by Hermans (1996) (section 3.2), but also provides new ones (see Table 2 below). 

Conversely, on the level of the narrative the translator’s voice remains hidden and can only be 

detected by comparing the ST and the TT (Munday, 2008: 15). The different features that 

Munday suggests to view as either “visible” or hidden manifestations of the translator’s style 

are presented in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2: The linguistic realizations of the translator’s voice on the level of the text and on the level of the 

narrative, according to Munday (2008: 14, 15) 

Translator’s “visible” voice/ level of the text  Translator’s hidden voice /level of the narrative 

1) Paratext 

2) Material outside of the text e.g.: 

 critical introduction 

 evaluative footnotes 

 book cover (Genette, 1997) 

Less subtle 

realizations: 

1) Omissions 

2) Rewriting 

3) Summarizing 

Subtle realizations: 

1) Shifts in 

linguistic 

style 

 

Table 2 shows, for instance, that the paratext and the material such as critical introduction are 

examples of “visible” manifestations of the translator’s style. On the other hand, features such 

as omissions and shifts in linguistic style are the hidden manifestations of the style of a 

translator. Munday’s (2008) ultimate research interest lies in the hidden subtle realizations of 

the translator’s style. 

Munday states that by introducing linguistic shifts, the translator “reworks” and “filters” the 

original (2008: 16). However, the act of filtering here does not need to mean that the translator 

misinterprets the ST in some way. It means rather that a certain degree of changes will be 

inevitable (Munday, 2008: 14). According to Munday, “…even reliable translators alter 

stylistically because of their mere presence. This is not 'betraying,' … but creating something 

new with a subtly distinct voice” (2008: 14). 

In defining the term translation shift, Munday (2008: 30) draws on Vinay and Darbelent (1958). 

The two famous translation scholars understand shifts as “stylistic choices” or “options”, and 

handle stylistic shifts separately from those cases where a change is required in order to comply 

with the rules of the target language (Munday, 2008: 30). Thus, stylistic choices may occur 

whenever the translator’s behavior is not constrained by the rules of the target language. 

Munday is particularly interested in identifying patterns of stylistic choices in order to 

understand the effect that the translator’s voice has on the narrative. 

“...our main interest is in trends, in repeated patterns, the way these are 

representative of the individual translator's translation style and how they 
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may also affect the overall narrative 'voice' of the ST author which echoes 

through the translator's voice” (Munday, 2008: 8). 

In his discussion of shifts Munday draws on Leuven-Zwart’s (1989, 1990) work on the effect 

of the microshifts on the macrolevel of the narrative. Particularly, shifts in Leuven-Zwart’s 

analysis were ascribed different effects based on whether they influenced the ideational, 

interpersonal or textual function (Leuven-Zwart, 1989). However, this model has been 

criticized for its complicated design (Gentzler, 1993: 137; Munday, 1998; 3). Addressing the 

limitations of Leuven-Zwart’s (1989) model, Munday suggests a more researcher-friendly 

framework for the analysis of translation shifts.  

In order to create a more research-friendly framework, Munday (2008) draws on Leech and 

Short’s (1981) pluralistic view of style and Halliday's  (1987) systemic-functional linguistics, 

on the one hand, and on Fowler’s (1996), Simpson’s (1993) and Uspensky’s (1973) research 

in critical discourse analysis, on the other hand. Leech and Short’s (1981) pluralistic view of 

style treats linguistic choice in relation to its function:  

“language performs a number of different functions, and any piece of 

language is likely to be the result of choices made on different functional 

levels” (Leech and Short, 1981: 30). 

Munday (2008) argues that in translation a shift, which is essentially a choice of a certain 

linguistic option, can also be described in relation to the language’s function (2008: 22). 

M.A.K. Halliday (1978) distinguishes between three language functions: ideational, 

interpersonal and textual. Ideational function refers to the “speaker’s experience of the 

external world”, interpersonal function concerns “relations among participants in the 

situation”, while textual function refers to the way linguistic elements are organized within 

the text (1978: 45, 46). Munday (2008) points out that in works on style, for example by 

Simpson (1993) and Fowler (1996), these functions are usually treated within the discussion 

of “point of view” (Munday, 2008: 23).   

In fictional narrative the words are always uttered from somebody’s point of view (Whales 

(2011: 272). The point of view can be the author’s, the character’s, or it can belong to both 

(Whales, 2011: 272). An important contribution to the development of the theory of point of 

view belongs to Boris Uspensky (1978). 

Uspensky (1978) distinguishes between four planes of narratological point of view:  

1) Ideological point of view; 

2) Phraseological point of view; 
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3) Spatial and temporal points of view; and 

4) The plane of psychology.  

Munday (2008) combines the theoretical treatments of the narrative point of view in Uspensky 

(1978),  Simpson (1993) and Fowler (1996) into one approach. In the works by these three 

scholars each type of perspective is associated with a particular set of linguistic markers 

(Munday, 1998: 23). Table 3 shows the kinds of linguistic features that belong to various points 

of view. In addition, Table 3 illustrates how different planes of point of view (except for the 

phraseological plane) are associated with the functions of the language outlined by Halliday 

(1978). The synthesized table below is borrowed from Munday (2008: 24): 

 
Table 3: Munday’s (2008: 24) planes of point of view (based on Uspensky, Fowler and Simpson) 

Planes of point of view Linguistic markers 

Psychological (‘mind style’) Type of narrator, ideational function, transitivity 

structures, denotational lexical items; cohesion (part of the 

textual function) 

Ideological  Interpersonal function, modality structures, evaluation, 

linked to authorial voice and implied author 

Spatio-temporal  Textual function, particularly tense, deixis, sequencing 

Phraseological  Naming, pronouns, speech representation, use of foreign 

and non-standard forms 

 

According to Munday (2008), translation shifts taking place in linguistic markers of point of 

view can in some cases cumulatively affect the overall narratological structure of the novel 

and he adduces some examples to demonstrate this point. Below I will present an overview of 

the different planes of point of view outlined in Table 3. One great advantage of Munday’s 

(2008) model for the study of style in translation is that it addresses the question of feature 

selection, which the target text-oriented approach has not managed to fully account for (see 

section 3.4.4).  

3.5.3 Planes of point of view 

As shown in Table 3, the typical linguistic markers of phraseological plane of point of view 

are naming, pronouns, speech representation, use of foreign words and non-standard speech. 

Such features usually have a function of speech representation (Munday, 2008: 23). Munday 

examined English translations by one translator of works by different Spanish authors and 
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English translations by different translators of the same author. He reports on frequent shifts 

on the phraseological plane. For example, he found that in J.S. Bernstein’s translation of a 

novel by García Marquéz the name of a Carrebian dish “sancocho de galo” becomes 

generalized and domesticized as “rooster stew”  (Munday, 2008, 103).   

The spatio-temporal plane of point of view refers to the timeframe or the location from which 

narration is represented. Fowler (1996) compares the spatio-temporal plane to “the viewing 

position in visual arts”, because the linguistic markers of point of view contribute to either 

brining the objects closer to the reader or to distancing them (1996: 162). The spatio-temporal 

plane can be represented by many different linguistic features (Morini, 2014: 132). Among the 

most typical markers are tense, deixis, locative and temporal adverbs, sequence of elements 

(e.g. theme-rheme structure, word order in a clause) and motion verbs (Munday, 2008: 26). 

Shifts in the spatio-temporal point of view as an aspect of the translator’s style have been 

studied by Bosseaux (2004), Munday (2008), Morini (2014). For example, Morini examined 

Giulia Selenza's Italian translation of Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse and identified a 

number of spatio-temporal microshifts. She argues that Woolf’s narrative is characterized by 

highly idiosyncratic use of deictics, which creates an effect of the lack of “clear-cut separation” 

between the minds of the different characters in the novel (Morini, 2014: 133-136). In 

particular, Woolf avoids referring to characters by their names, making instead a frequent use 

of pronouns. Morini finds that Selena resolved the “pronominal confusion” created by Virginia 

Woolf by replacing pronouns with explicit lexis such as “the lady” and “Mrs. Ramsay” (Morini, 

2014: 138).  

The ideological plane of point of view is usually represented by modal auxiliaries (e.g. must), 

modal adverbs or sentence adverbs (e.g. probably), evaluative adjectives and adverbs (e.g. 

luckily) and by verbs of knowledge, prediction or evaluation (e.g. believe, dislike) (Fowler, 

1996: 172-176). The ideological plane reflects “the system of beliefs, values and categories by 

reference to which a person or a society comprehends the world” (Fowler, 1996: 165). Markers 

of the ideological point of view as an aspect of the translator’s style have been studied by 

Bosseaux (2004), Munday (2008) and Winters (2013). Interestingly, Munday (2008) claims 

that he has not been able to find many shifts on the ideological plane (280: 230). In contrast, in 

a comparison of French translations of Woolf’s The Waves by two different translators, 

Bosseaux (2004) reports that she was able to identify a number of modality shifts. In the 
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example below, the modal verb can is not rendered in the French translation (Bosseaux, 2004: 

269): 

ST: Out of me now my mind can pour. I can think of my Armadas sailing 

on the high waves. 

TT: Mon esprit se déverse hors de moi. Je pense à mes Armadas qui 

voguent en haute mer. 

Lit. (TT): My mind pours out of me. I think of my Armadas that sail on 

the high seas. 

The researcher concludes that the shifts of modality in both translations contribute to creating 

a different “feel” as compared to the ST (2004: 265). She finds also that one of the translators 

follows the modality patterning of the ST more closely than the other (Bosseaux, 2004: 265).  

The psychological plance or “mind style” is understood by Fowler (1996) as concerning “the 

question of who is presented as the observer of the event” (1996: 169). The events in the 

narrative may be presented mainly from two types of perspectives: “internal” and “external” 

(Fowler, 1996: 170). The internal perspective on an event is presented to the reader through “a 

character’s consciousness, manifesting his or her feelings” (Fowler, 1996: 170). In some cases, 

when the event is presented from a viewpoint of an “omniscient author” (Fowler, 1996: 174), 

the typical marker of psychological point of view are transitivity and cohesion structures 

(Munday: 2008: 24).  

Both Marco, comparing two Catalonian translations of one English novel (2004: 88) and 

Munday (2008: 230) report little departure from the transitivity patterns of the ST in 

translations. Bosseaux (2004) finds that out of 78 transitive structures in the ST, one of the 

translators introduces a shift 10 times, while the other does so seven times (2004: 265). 

Munday maintains that “mind style” in translation is mostly transformed through omissions, 

syntactic simplification and change in cohesive patterning, but also through alterations in 

factual data and explicitation (2008: 230, 245). Below is an example of change on the 

psychological plane caused by syntactic simplification, which Munday (2008) finds to be a 

common pattern in Harriet de Onís’s English translation of The Kingdom of This World (2008: 

86): 

ST: las mujeres indias, que aullan de miedo en SUS chozas   

Lit: [Indian women, who howl with fear in their huts]  

TT: Indian women howling with fright in their huts  

Finally, it should be mentioned that one linguistic feature can affect different planes of point 

of view at the same time (Munday, 2008: 230). The position that different planes of point of 
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view frequently overlap is also shared by Uspensky (1973: 82), Simpson (1993: 30) and Fowler 

(1996: 165).  In translation, then, it would also mean that a frequent shift in a certain linguistic 

marker of point of view will potentially affect different planes. 

Although the discussion of the shifts in the narratological structure is central to his book, 

Munday’s analysis is not limited to the investigation of linguistic markers of point of view. 

Munday (2008) shares with Baker (2000) the interest in features that are beyond the translator’s 

conscious control and that do not necessarily affect the macrolevel of the novel (2008: 35). He 

states that in the translation there would possibly be linguistic features that are typical of a 

given translator, but which do not affect the macrolevel of the novel. This concerns such 

features as, for example, preferred words or preferred syntactic structures (Munday, 2008: 40). 

Munday comments that detecting such choices will be particularly helpful in the task of telling 

the translations of one translator from those of the other (Munday, 2008: 40). The features 

Munday takes up here closely resemble the linguistic habits, which are the main concern of 

Baker’s (2000) study. 

However, although Munday explicitly acknowledges the possibility of some decision being 

unconscious he does not attempt to draw a strict line between the conscious and the 

unconscious choices and study them as two separate aspects of the translator’s style. Rather, 

he prefers to view all choices, both conscious and unconscious, in the following dichotomy 

(Munday, 2008: 40, 41): 

1) the translator’s choices that affect the point of view of the novel; or 

2) the translator’s choices that do not transform the point of view of the 

novel. 

Concerning the procedure for identifying the translator’s style, Munday (2008) suggests to 

always start the analysis by evaluating the markedness of the source text. Munday uses 

markedness as an umbrella term referring to both prominent and foregrounded features of the 

text (2008: 40) (section 3.5.2). Munday argues that the translator will most certainly be 

confronted with a very marked source text and, therefore, the analysis of a translator’s 

individual style will only be feasible when the researcher knows what marked features should 

be attributed to the author of the source text (Munday, 2008: 20). Next, a close critical analysis 

of the ST and the TT is required. The translator’s style will manifest itself either in the 

“departures from the ST” or in “marked (prominent and foregrounded) features in the 

TT” (2008: 40).  
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Munday’s source text-oriented approach uses corpus tools rather sparingly. The majority of 

evaluations are made on the basis of the close text-to-text comparisons of the source and the 

target texts, or by contrasting two translations of the same text. When reporting on observed 

patterns, Munday does not tend to provide frequencies of occurrences of the items that he 

identifies as being representative of the translator’s style. To describe the identified patterns 

the researcher makes use of such words as “common” or “frequent”. This is a limitation of his 

study, because providing frequencies of occurrences could strengthen his evidence of the 

patterns that he discusses. 

3.5.4 Comparison of the two outlined appraoches 

Altogether, I have presented two different approaches to the study of the translator’s style. 

Their main differences lie in their respective methods for identifying the translators’ distinctive 

linguistic choices. Baker (2000) suggests that the search for patterns, potentially revealing of 

the translator’s style, should start with the target text. She claims that she is interested in both 

conscious choices (strategy) and unconscious linguistic habits of the translator. However, 

Baker (2000) focuses on the unconscious choices, or, as she puts it, “linguistic features which 

are probably more in the domain of what is sometimes called ‘forensic stylistics’ than literary 

stylistics” (Baker, 2000: 246). The focus on such features presupposes that the translator’s 

deliberate decisions can be disentangled from those over which the translator has no control. 

As of today, however, there is no technology for telling the conscious and the unconscious 

apart.  

Research such as Saldanha’s (2004) and Walder’s (2013) has shown that using the intuition or 

measures typically studied in authorship attribution is not a reliable method for teasing out the 

unconscious aspects in the translator’s behavior. At the same time, however, target text-

oriented research has generated some results that might be tentatively interpreted as 

manifestations of unconscious choices. For example, Walder (2013) has shown that type-token 

ratio in the text authored by translator-author McLaughlin was similar to that in his writing, 

while Johansson (2011) has shown that mean sentence length can be a useful measurement in 

identifying the translators with “extreme” approaches. Thus, the target text-oriented 

perspective has generated quantitative results on which the research on the translator’s style 

can build in the future, whichever direction it should take.   

Munday’s (2008) source text-oriented approach has anchored the study of a translator’s 

individual style in two well-established fields of linguistic research, namely, systemic-
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functional grammar and critical discourse analysis. This has allowed research on translation to 

address the problem of selecting features for the study, a problem that was not thoroughly 

considered in Baker’s (2000) approach. Munday diverts the focus away from the dichotomy 

conscious-unconscious, although he does not deny the possibility of unconscious choices in 

translation. He suggests a closer focus on the translator’s choices that cummulativly modify 

the point of view of the narrative. Munday’s main interest, therefore, concerns the study of 

features that have a clear artistic function in the text.  

3.6 Features studied in the analysis of the two English 

translations of Alexievich’s Tchernobylskaya Molitva 

In the present thesis I adopt Munday’s model for investigation of the translator’s style.  

Following Munday’s (2008, 20) model of analysis, I decided that marked features of the ST 

would be the starting point for this study. As pointed out in section 2.3, sentence fragments, 

suspension points, asyndetic coordination and section titles have been identified as being 

prominent features of the Tchernobylskaya Molitva.  

The features selected for the study are interesting because they have not so far received a lot of 

attention in the literature on translation stylistics. The analysis of sentence fragments and 

asyndetic coordination the changes in ST syntax. The few studies I have found that treat 

syntactic shifts as an aspect of the translator’s style include Pekkanen (2007), Johansson (2011) 

and Dirdal (2014). Concerning punctuation (suspension points), Walder (2013) is the only 

study that has looked specifically at the use of punctuation (the dash) as a marker of an 

individual style of a translator, while Winters (2004: 252) and Munday (2008) are the only 

ones that have touched upon the individual translators’ choices in respect to section titles. 

Another reason for the choice of these particular features is the fact that they all contribute to 

the narratological structure of the novel and thus also to the artistic effect it produces. By 

introducing different changes in the selected features the translators may affect the novel in 

different ways.   

Before I proceed to the discussion of the material and method used in this thesis in the next 

chapter, I will present one aspect of the translator’s style that Baker (2000) and Munday (2008) 

largely share: the interest for finding the potential explanations behind the individual linguistic 

choices made by different translators.  
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3.7 Establishing links between stylistic choices and the 

translator’s background 

Attempts to explore how different translators’ individual backgrounds can define their 

linguistic choices have been central to the discussion of the translator’s style. Both target text-

oriented and source text-oriented approaches share an interest in this issue. For example, Baker 

(2000: 258) argues that identifying patterns typical of an individual translator “is only 

worthwhile if it tells us something about the cultural and ideological positioning of the 

translator” (Baker, 2000: 258). She argues that the study of the translator’s style should be able 

to establish “potential motivations” for the choices made by the translator.  

Saldanha (2004), seeking for potential motivations for patterns in Bush’s and Jull Costa’s 

translation, conducts an extensive investigation into the two translators’ backgrounds. Bush 

and Jull Costa are two renowned translators with similar cultural (both British) and professional 

backgrounds, belonging to the same age group, both translating from Spanish and Portuguese 

(Saldanha, 2004: 66). By studying reviews, articles and interviews, Saldanha concludes that 

the two translators differ because they have “different conceptualization of their role as 

intercultural mediators, in particular in relation to their readership” (2011: 255). Attempting to 

understand why different conceptualizations of readership arise in two translators with similar 

backgrounds, Saldanha turns to the translators’ biographical facts. She tentatively asserts that 

the fact that Jull Costa tends to avoid inserting foreign words in her translations might result 

from the fact that Jull Costa’s linguistic “sensitivity” (Saldanha, 2004: 184). Saldanha 

speculates that Jull Costa might have developed such “sensitivity” due to the fact that she is 

herself a poet and has previously worked as an editor and language teacher (Saldanha, 2004: 

209). In contrast, Peter Bush, who is more likely to insert foreign lexis in his translations, is 

described as having developed “a feeling of dislocation in English” already from early 

childhood. Saldanha points out that this probably resulted from the fact that the “working class” 

accent that Bush spoke as a boy was rejected in his American school (2004: 183). Saldanha 

(2004) finds it likely that his preference for maintaining foreign lexis in his translations stems 

from this biographical fact. However, she warns that such assumptions are inherently only 

potential explanations of the patterns (2004: 209).  
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If we are to account for the translator's subjectivity, bringing in biographical 

detail into our explanations is inevitable. However, this is a rather risky 

exercise, where the researcher is very much in danger of going beyond what 

the findings themselves can support. (Saldanha, 2004: 209).  

In an attempt to account not only for the background of the translators, but also for historical 

and cultural constraints that may affect translational choices, Munday (2008) proposes to place 

the discussion of the individual translator’s style within a broader notion of ideology. 

In this discussion, Munday draws on such scholars of translation as May (1997), Venuti (1995) 

and Malmkjær (2003), as well as on the research into ideology by Van Dijk and Simpson (2008: 

8). Ideology is understood not in its narrow, political sense, but rather as referring to “the 

translator's experience, thoughts, and beliefs as an actor in a particular socio-cultural and 

historical site” (Munday, 2008: 47).  According to Munday, all of the decisions made by an 

individual translator are defined by the ideology that predominates in the given society:  

The starting premise […] is that the language of all translators, as with all 

individuals, is revealing of the ideology (in terms of value systems and sets 

of beliefs) (Munday, 2008: 8).  

Indeed, other researchers have also previously attempted to place translations within an overall 

ideological landscape. May (1994), for example, argues that in the aftermath of the Crimean 

War (1853-1856) the West had experienced a wave of scepticism towards Russia and that the 

translations of this period served “informational” purposes such as backing the stereotypes “of 

Russian villainy and backwardness” (May, 1994: 14). May (1994) exemplifies the influence of 

the ideology by pointing out that a Hero of Our Time by Lermontov was translated in the middle 

of the 19th century as Sketches of Russian Life in the Caucasus ("by a Russe, many years 

resident amongst the various tribes,''), while Sportsman’s Sketches by Turgenev (1855) was 

titled “Russian Life in the Interior” (May, 1994, 14). 

Munday (2008) also starts his discussion by looking at a broader ideological environment. He 

studies translations of the Boom writers, who include a series of brilliant Latin-American 

writers of the 1960s, such as Julio Cortázar, Mario Vargas Llosa and Gabriel García Márquez 

(2008: 55). These books and most importantly, the translations of these books, have been 

produced in the macrocultural context of a “power imbalance” between the U.S.A. and Latin 
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America (2008: 9). Munday aims to show that this “power imbalance” has had consequences 

on the stylistic choices made by different translators.  

However, although Munday (2008) views the dominating ideology as a factor constraining all 

the translation choices, he insists that there will necessarily arise individual variations in 

translation: 

The world-view of one translator may differ from another even if they live 

in a similar historical and cultural environment, while their lexical priming 

will depend on their individual lexical experiences even if their education 

is similar; hence, just as two writers will express themselves differently, so 

one translator will translate differently from another (Munday, 2008: 48) 

To sum up, in order to explain the potential motivations for both conscious and unconscious 

choices of the translators, Baker (2000), Saldanha (2004) and Munday (2008) suggest taking 

into account the individual experiences of the translators. This information can be accessed by 

studying biographical details that are available to researchers. In addition, Munday insists that 

all of the decisions made by individual translators must be viewed, to a large extent, as resulting 

from the predominant ideology in the society in which the translator works. This connects 

Munday’s approach to the discussion started by Toury (1995) who has postulated that 

translation is primarily governed by social, historical and cultural constraints.  

Finally, it must be pointed out that despite Baker’s (2000) and Munday’s (2008) calls to view 

final translation product and translator’s choices within a larger context characterizing its 

production, previous research on the translator’s style has mostly disregarded this important 

message. In this thesis I will attempt to not only identify instances of individual variation in 

translation, but also to tentatively indicate the possible motivations for the translator’s 

individual choices. In order to do this, I will consider both the available biographical 

information about the translators and the larger ideological context of Anglo-American culture 

in which the translations were produced.   
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4 Material and method 

4.1 Material and selection criteria 

In the present thesis, I adopt a descriptive approach to translation studies (see Holmes, 1988).  

Due to the introduction of corpus methods into the discipline, descriptive translation studies 

(DTS) have made significant advances over the last 20 years. Baker (1993) has been among 

the first to predict the importance of corpus linguistics in translation studies: 

“[the] methodology developed in the field of corpus linguistics will have a 

direct impact on the emerging discipline of translation studies, particularly 

with respect to its theoretic and descriptive branches” (1993: 233).   

Since Baker’s 1993 article, corpus techniques have been used in translation studies in a number 

of ways, most prominently, to examine the “universal” features of translated language and to 

explore a translator’s individual style.  Chapter 3 presented various types of corpora that have 

been used to study translators’ style. The term corpus refers to  

“…a machine-readable collection of (spoken or written) texts that were 

produced in a natural communicative setting and the collection of texts is 

compiled with the intention to be representative and balanced with respect 

to a particular linguistic variety or register or genre and to be analyzed 

linguistically (Gries, 2009: 29) 

For the purpose of the present study, a parallel corpus of translations of the same work has been 

compiled. Parallel corpora allow the researcher to keep constant such aspects pertaining to the 

source text as the genre, the narrative structure and the style of the particular author. This fact 

is crucial in that it allows the researcher to assign particular linguistic choices to the translator 

rather than to the author. The term “parallel corpus” is defined as a corpus “consisting of 

original texts in one language and their translations into one or more languages” (Johansson 

and Hasselgård, 1999: 145). Although a parallel corpus can comprise only one translation and 

its source, the types of parallel corpora that have been used in studies of translators’ style have 

mostly consisted of multiple translations. 

Table 4 below presents the bibliographical information about Alexievich’s novel and its two 

English translations. 
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Table 4: The bibliographical information about the original and its two English translations 

Original text in 

Russian 

Year 

 

 

 

Translator English title, 

publisher, place 

of publishing 

 

Year 

 

Чернобыльская 

молитва. 

Хроника 

будущего.  

 

[Tchernobylskaya 

Molitva. The 

Chronicle of The 

Future] 

 

by Svetlana 

Alexievich, 

Moskva, Ostojie 

 

 

 

 

1997 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Antonina W. 

Bouis 

 

 

 

 

Voices From 

Chernobyl. 

 

Aurum Press, 

London 

1999 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keith Gessen 

Voices from 

Chernobyl. The 

Oral History of a 

Nuclear 

Disaster. 

 

Picador, New 

York 

 

 

 

2005 

 

Table 4 shows that Antonina W. Bouis has produced her translation of Tchernobylskaya 

Molitva in 1999 for a London-based publishing house called Aurum Press. Six years later, 

Gessen produced his translation of the same novel for Picador, with its headquarters in New 

York.  

The 1997 edition of the Russian original consists of 43 sections, of which only 38 were 

translated by both Bouis and Gessen. There are five sections that have been omitted by at least 

one of the translators. These chapters have not been considered in the present analysis. Out of 

the remaining 38 sections of the novel, three sections were chosen as a representative sample 

of the original together with their respective English translations. 

The three selected sections are the last three sections of a total of ten sections in the first chapter 

of the novel. The sections are titled: 1) Three Monologues about the Ancient Fear, 2) A 

monologue About the Fact that Man is Sophisticated in Evil but How Simple and Accessible 

He is in Plain Words of Love and 3) The Soldier’s Choir. The Russian subcorpus of the 

compiled parallel corpus comprises 6118 words. 

The criteria used for compiling the corpus were based on those suggested by Munday (2008). 

Drawing on Toury’s (1995) notion of translation as an activity constrained by the social, 

cultural and historical environment, Munday suggests that for an examination of the 

translator’s style it is necessary to compare translations that are linked in time and place 
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(Munday, 2008: 16). The translations by Bouis and Gessen were published within only six 

years from each other, which means that they belong to the same time period and the identified 

variations cannot be due to changed language conventions.  

Concerning the place, on the other hand, the translations were published in two different 

countries, England and the USA. British English and American English are two different 

varieties of the same language, and therefore the geography could be considered one of the 

factors influencing the translation. However, a closer look at the biographical information 

about the translators reveals that both Bouis and Gessen have spent most of their adult lives in 

the USA and both graduated from American universities. Since the translators make most of 

their choices without consulting the publisher, it will be hypothesized in this thesis that the 

differences between the linguistic choices in the two translators are rather likely to be attributed 

to their different translation styles than to the differences in British and American conventions. 

However, there are a number of lexical elements in Bouis’ translation, which following the 

British English standard. When questioned whether she purposefully briticized the text or 

whether it was done by the publishers, Antonina W. Bouis answered that she could not 

remember, but that it was “probably the editors at Aurum” (personal communication). She also 

pointed out that in certain cases the translations “take on a transatlantic feel, not quite British, 

not quite American” (personal communication). However, in most cases, instances of 

briticizing would concern the spelling and lexis, and not the syntax and idiosyncratic 

punctuation.  Considering this, the fact that a certain amount of intervention has taken place in 

Bouis’ translation in order to adjust it to the needs of the English readers has not been taken 

into account as the reason for different patterns of linguistic preferences in Bouis’ and Gessen’s 

translations. 

Ideally, two translators should produce translations of the same text without being aware of 

each other’s work (e.g. Saldanha, 2014). When translators produce their translations 

independently from each other, the linguistic variation in their texts can be more 

straightforwardly attributed to the translators’ own style. However, only on very rare occasions 

are two translations of the same book issued in the same country, the same year. On the other 

hand, parallel translation corpora may be specifically created for purposes of research. Such 

corpora include multiple translations of the same text into the same language produced in 

parallel. An example of such a corpus is the English–Norwegian Multiple-Translation Corpus 

created by Stig Johansson and Linn Øverås. For the purposes of their corpus, ten professional 
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translators were asked to translate a literary text consisting of 6000 words. They were paid for 

their work in accordance with the existing rates (Dirdal, 2014: 124). However, such corpora 

are extremely few and there is no pre-existing corpus of this type containing Russian-English 

translations.  

Unfortunately, we do not know whether Gessen was aware of Bouis’ translation when he set 

out to translate Tchernobylskaya Molitva, and therefore, crucially, whether he made use of her 

translation in his work. Interestingly, though, Galina Dursthoff, the literary agent of Alexievich 

abroad, was not even aware of the existence of Bouis’ (1999) translation (personal 

communication). This might indicate that Gessen did not know that Bouis’ translation existed, 

although this can only be an assumption. 

Thus, four main criteria were applied to the choice of material for the corpus designed for the 

present thesis were 1) English as the target language; 2) time (the temporal distance between 

the two translations is less than ten years); 3) social environment (both translators are from the 

USA) and finally 4) the fact that the translators worked independently from each other (this 

criterion was considered/assumed, but could not be verified).  

Finally, concerning the choice of the original, there is, unfortunately, no existing database 

containing information about books that have been translated more than once. In order to find 

such a book, the Internet was consulted. For example, Wikipedia articles about particular 

literary works often mention information about existing translations. However, in my case I 

became aware of the existence of two English translations while working on a term paper that 

examined and compared Gessen’s English version of Tchernobylskaya Molitva with a 

Norwegian version by Hege Susanne Bergan. 

4.2 Corpus Design 

The electronic versions of the texts were obtained from two different sources. For the purposes 

of this research Alexievich’s Köln-based agent Galina Dursthoff kindly provided me with 

electronic copies of Svetlana Alexievich’s (1997) Tchernobylskaya Molitva and its translation 

by Keith Gessen (2005). As for Bouis’ translation (1999), the translator herself, who is also a 

copyright owner, gave me permission to scan her translation of Alexievich’s novel. The paper 

version of Bouis’ translation was scanned and the resulting document was recognized using 

the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) feature in Adobe Acrobat reader. The scanned 

document was then cleaned for noise, and corrected based on Word’s Spell Checker functions 
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as well as manual correction. 

However, when the electronic texts were in place, I observed that while Bouis’ (1999) 

translation is stated to be based on the 1997 edition of Alexievich’s novel, Gessen’s (2005) 

translation  is stated to be a translation of  the “1997, 2006” edition of the novel. In fact, 

Alexievich published a new and revised version of her book in 2006. Thus, according to the 

bibliographical information, Gessen’s translation was based on the book that was about to be 

published (in 2006) when he was working on his translation (in 2005). Since it is a well-known 

fact that Alexievich has a propensity to rewrite her books, by adding new sentences and new 

paragraphs, it was necessary to examine whether Gessen’s translation was indeed based on the 

2006 version of Alexievich’s novel. If it was based on the 2006 edition then the identified 

variation could not be directly attributed to the translator, because it could have been the result 

of a change introduced by Alexievich into her 2006 version.  

A Word tool, “View Side by Side”, was used to check Gessen’s translation against the two 

versions of the original. A number of changes, even small ones, were found in the 2006 version 

of the ST. Three new chapters had been introduced, some sentences had been added in the 

already existing chapters, some wordings had been changed and on several occasions, short 

sentences had been combined.  However, when these differences were looked up in Gessen’s 

translation his text did not include any of the new features, and appeared to follow the 1997 

version of the original. It was thus concluded that both Bouis’ and Gessen’s translations were 

based on the same, 1997 version of the original. 

Interestingly too, Bouis’ translation was found to have some passages that were not in the 1997 

original, nor in the 2006 version. This, probably, signalizes that Alexievich not only tends to 

rewrite her book, but also to send revisions to the publishing houses, after a translator has 

started working on her book. Since none of such features was found in Gessen’s translation, all 

such passages in Bouis’ translation were discarded from the corpus used for the present study.  

Once the original, Gessen’s and Bouis’ translation excerpts had been parallelized, each 

paragraph of the ST was manually aligned with the corresponding paragraphs in the TTs.  

The corpus tool that I have used to retrieve concordances when examining the use of particular 

features is AntPConc. The algorithm of AntPConc is based on the assumption that “there is the 

same number of paragraphs in the source text and its translation, and that paragraph progression 

is the same in source and target texts”. (Kenny, 2001: 123). None of the translators, however, 
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has followed the ST paragraph segmentation closely and therefore manual pre-alignment was 

needed in order for AntPConc to work properly. 

In the process of aligning the texts, it became clear that not only some chapters were missing 

in the translations, but also that on a number of occasions the translators omitted some 

paragraphs, passages or sentences in the rendered chapters. This problem was resolved by a 

close comparison of each paragraph of the three text versions and deletion of the passages that 

did not exist in one of the translations. In most of the cases, the translators differed in the choice 

of what passage to omit, though both seem to be driven by consideration of cultural differences.  

Since such omitted passages are numerous in the text the question of whether it was the 

translator’s or the publisher’s (editor’s) decision or whether it resulted from cooperation of 

both the translator and the publisher would require further clarification from at least one of 

them. However interesting it would be to study the omitted paragraphs and sentences, these 

passages have been left out and considered beyond the scope of the present thesis.  

Table 5 below presents the number of pages that were in the texts, before alignments and 

comparisons of content were made (in the whole book). It also shows the number of pages in 

the text excerpts finally used in the present analysis.  

Table 5: The number of pages in the translations and the original novel before and after the texts were 

aligned  

Version of the text ST Bouis (1999)  Gessen (2005) 

Before alignment 101 101 96 

After alignment  87 90 92 

 

What I obtained after the procedures described above had been performed, was two 

independent translations of the Russian original which render the same amount of the source 

text.  Such radical abridgments in the corpus would not be acceptable, certainly, if the focus of 

this thesis had involved paragraph-progression and paragraph-division of the source text. 

However, for the purpose of my study, is to examine translator’s choices on the level of 

sentences and not on the level of paragraphs. 

4.3 Method and tools 

The analysis in the present study is a corpus-assisted, source text-oriented, quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of two English translations of a Russian original text.  In order to test the 

hypothesis that the translators have their distinctive individual styles, the following steps have 
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been followed, which correspond to the first three research questions of the present thesis (see 

section 1.3):  

1) Identifying patterns of prominent and foregrounded features in the original; 

2) Comparing the identified ST patterns to the each of the translations; and 

3) Comparing the translations to each other in order to reveal potential differences. 

The first step concerns close stylistic analysis of the original Russian text in order to uncover 

its marked features. The four features that have been found to be prominent and foregrounded 

in the original are suspension points, sentence fragments, instances of asyndetic coordination 

between clauses and section titles (section 2.3). All the three features affect the novel on the 

ideological plane of point of view (see section 3.5.3). In addition, titles of sections in the book 

have also been identified as extremely idiosyncratic, influencing the ideological plane. All the 

instances of the outlined marked features were tagged in the ST. 

The second step refers to the largely manual, but also semi-manual (using AntPConc 1.1.0 by 

Laurence Anthony) ST-to-TT comparisons. The manual analysis concerned those features that 

are not easily identifiable at the click of a button; these features are sentence fragments, 

asyndetic coordination and the titles of sections (sub-chapters). In the process of manual 

analysis, the translators’ choices adopted in response to these features were coded for type. The 

semi-manual analysis was applicable in the case of suspension points. Since suspension points 

are an easily identifiable orthographical item, it was possible to retrieve all its instances in the 

ST by searching for this item in AntPConc. AntPConc displayed the concordances containing 

all instances of suspension points as well as the solutions that were adopted by a translator 

when rendering this punctuation mark. Cases in which at least one of the translators made 

preserved the suspension points were extracted were saved into a Word file and coded for type. 

Moreover, there was one feature in which translators on some occasions had clearly used 

compensatory techniques. Sentence fragments that did not exist in the original were often found 

in the target texts. Therefore, the second step of the analysis also involved identifying all the 

sentence fragments in the TT by close reading. Overall, the cases where the translators chose 

to convert complete ST sentences into sentence fragments were tagged in order to be made 

accessible using concordance tools. 

Finally, the third step involved a comparison of the translators to each other, with the aim of 

revealing quantitative and qualitative differences in preferred patterns. The pre-tagged 
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instances of sentence fragments, asyndetic coordination and suspension points were sorted 

automatically using AntConc, version 3.4.4. AntConc is a concordance software developed by 

Laurence Anthony, which allows searching for tagged instances. Comparison of the section 

titles was made manually. 

The uncovered differences are not tested for statistical significance. We agree with Leech and 

Short (1981) that style cannot always be accounted for using rigorous methods, such as 

performing significance tests. Indeed, most existing studies of the translator’s style have 

presented frequency results alone, without supplying them with statistical tests (Munday, 1998; 

Baker, 2000; Bosseaux, 2004; Winters, 2009). Thus, indications of differences in the present 

thesis will be made by providing examples and quantitative results. 
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5 Analysis 

5.1 Number of sentences and mean sentence length 

As Munday (2008) suggests (3), the analysis of a translator’s style should start with an 

identification of the prominent features of the source text. In Chapter 2, I have argued that short 

sentence length and high frequency of sentence fragments are prominent stylistic features of 

the source text. I decided to start the analysis by looking closely at how the sentence fragments 

have been translated by Gessen and Bouis. Before proceeding to a close text-to-text analysis 

of the ST and its TTs, the measures of discriptive statistics, including the number of sentences 

and the mean sentence lengths have been extracted using the Readability Statistics feature in 

MS Word. As showen in section 3.5.1, statistical measures can in some cases serve as indicators 

of the translator’s style (Mikhailov and Villikka, 2001: Johansson, 2011). The quantitative 

results are presented in Table 6 below.  

Table 6: Basic text statistics for the ST and its translations 

Type of variable ST  Bouis Gessen 

Number of sentences  8,464 7,827 7,088 

Mean sentence length 5.7  8.3 9.5 

 

Mean sentence length is a measure that shows the number of words per sentence. As Table 6 

above shows, the original manifests a markedly short mean sentence length (5.7). As pointed 

out in section 2.1, the novel under analysis is based on tape-recorded interviews. Crystal and 

Davy (1969: 109) point out that the length of the utterance in spoken “is much more variable 

than in anyother variety of English”. However, the spoken language always contains many 

pauses (Biber, 1999). The low average sentence length in the ST can thus be a regarded as 

Alexievich’s decision to mimic the pause patterns in the recorded spoken material. 

A comparison of the ST and its two translations reveals that both Bouis and Gessen diverge 

considerably from the mean sentence length of the source text. This, however, is not necessarily 

the result of the changes introduced by the translators. It can instead stem from the differences 

in the linguistic systems of Russian and English. Russian, which is largely a synthetic language, 

uses a broad range of inflections to express grammatical categories. On the other hand, English 

is an analytical language and it often needs separate words to express the categories that 
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Russian expresses using inflections. This can explain why the ST and the TTs vary in terms of 

sentence length.  

However, the translators also depart from the overall number of sentences in the original. The 

source text excerpts that I use for this study contain 8,464 sentences, while Bouis and Gessen’s 

translations contain 7,827 and 7,088 sentences, respectively. A smaller  number of sentences 

in the target texts as compared to the ST indicates that the translators sometimes choose to 

combine two or more sentences into one. 

As Table 6 shows, there is also individual variation between the two translators. Bouis’ 

translation has 739 sentences more than Gessen’s. The mean sentence length varies, too; an 

average sentence in Bouis is 8.3 words, while in Gessen’s translation it is 9.5.  On the basis of 

the differences discovered using numerical measures, it can be hypothesized that Bouis follows 

the ST sentence segmentation pattern more closely than Gessen and that she merges sentences 

to a lesser extent. However, basic numerical text measures presented here make up only a 

coarse-grained measure and meaningful explanations to the observed differences can be 

obtained only through a closer critical analysis of the source texts and its translations. 

5.2 Sentence fragments 

5.2.1 Sentence fragments in the original 

As Munday (2008) argues the study of a translator’s individual style should start by taking into 

account the idiosyncrasy of the ST (section 3.5.2). I will start my analysis by focusing on 

sentence fragments, which are a marked feature of the novel Tchernobylskaya Molitva.  

The passage presented below is an excerpt from the novel which can be regarded as 

representative of the overall style of the ST. The translation here and further is mine and it is 

as close rendering of the original as possible. The page numbers are not provided here because 

the corpus is stored in an electronic form. 

ST: Но это была настоящая война... Атомная война...(1) Нам неизвестная: 

что страшно и что не страшно, чего опасаться и чего не опасаться?(2) 

Никто не знал... Настоящая эвакуация... (3( На вокзалах... (4) Что 

творилось на вокзалах? Мы помогали заталкивать детей в окна вагонов... 

Наводили порядок в очередях... Очереди за билетами в кассах, за йодом у 

аптек. (5) В очередях ругались матом и дрались. Ломали двери в винных 

ларьках и магазинах. Разбивали, выламывали в окнах железные решетки. 
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Переселенцы... (6) Они жили в клубах, школах, детских садах. Ходили 

полуголодные. Деньги у всех быстро кончались. В магазинах все скупили... 

Lit: But it was a real war… An atomic war… (1) Unfamiliar to us: what is scary 

and what is not scary, what to be afraid of and what not to be afraid of? (2) 

Nobody knew… A real evacuation… (3) At the train stations… (4) What was 

happening at the train stations? We helped push the children through the windows 

of the train carriages… We helped to keep order in the lines. Lines for tickets, for 

iodine in the pharmacies. (5) In the lines, people swore and fought. They broke 

down doors into the wine shops and the stores. They smashed glass, broke metal 

guard grades in the windows. Evacuees… (6) They lived in clubs, schools, 

kindergartens. They walked around hungry.   

A first look at this passage shows its striking resemblance to a spoken language transcription. 

One feature that contributes to this resemblance is the unusually high number of suspension 

points. Of course, suspension points are not reserved for use in linguistic transcriptions only; 

they can be used for a number of purposes in different types of texts. However, it is not the 

presence of suspension points that makes this text reminiscent of a linguistic transcription, but 

the frequency with which the author chooses to use them. The use of suspension points in 

Tchernobylskaya Molitva deserves a separate treatment and I will look at it in more detail in 

the next section. 

Another feature that instantly captures the attention of the reader is the author`s frequent use 

of sentence fragments. Sentence fragments are defined as “linguistic expressions that are not 

grammatically full sentence, but that are nevertheless punctuated like sentences” (Emmott, 

2005: 241). Grammatically incomplete constructions in any written text draw the reader`s 

attention first of all because they do not correspond with the reader`s expectation of how written 

sentences should look. According to Biber (1999) full clauses predominate in the written 

language and therefore incomplete sentences in writing can be considered a marked feature. 

Indeed, Emmott et al. (2005) points out that style manuals traditionally recommend not to use 

sentence fragments in writing; the piece of advice concerns especially the amateur authors 

(2005: 243). Secondly, as in the case with suspension points, the frequency of sentence 

fragments is remarkable. This short excerpt is not unusual as compared to the rest of the novel; 

by way of illustration, in the sample under discussion, sentence fragments represent ten percent 

of the total number of sentences.  

Since spoken language is often contrasted to written language in terms of its proportion of 

grammatically incomplete units (Biber, 1999; Chafe, 1988: 13), the unusually high number of 

sentence fragments in Tchernobylskaya Molitva can be described as a device the author uses 
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for mimicking spoken language. Alexievich strategically inserts sentence fragments at different 

points in the narrative in order to attain a natural and colloquial narrative style.  It is not possible 

to say whether the fragments in the novel are exact renderings of the way the people that 

Alexievich interviewed actually spoke, since we have no access to the tape recordings that 

served as raw material for the book. In any event, the use of sentence fragments allows her to 

maintain the realistic effect of the spoken language. The fragments in this text furthermore 

have the function of communicating to the reader the state of mind of the informant. Sentence 

(1) in the excerpt above repeats the word war from the previous sentence and supplies the 

modifying adjective atomic to it. The repetition depicts the informant’s nervous search for the 

right words and it turns out not to be an easy task. Sentence (3) is similar to a false start that 

often appears in speech (Biber, 1999). A false start may be a sign of the growing tension that 

the speaker feels as she reaches the point in her narration where she accounts for the chaotic 

atmosphere that prevailed in the immediate aftermath of the explosion. Each sentence 

fragment, then, can be analyzed as revealing different nuances of the speaker’s mindset. The 

fragments can also be viewed in their totality as an important tool for evoking a deep feeling 

of empathy in the reader, because they underline how the speakers experience nervousness, 

agitation, even physical pain when they try to verbalize their disturbing memories and their 

thoughts.   

As the excerpt above shows, sentence fragments are for the most part not connected to their 

context by any explicit signals. Apart from sentence (1) and sentence (5), which repeat the 

words from the previous context and therefore are connected to them by means of lexical 

repetition, other fragments are cases of pure juxtapositions. Since the fragments are not 

explicitly connected to the rest of the text, the readers are expected to infer linkage themselves. 

As Leech and Short (1981) point out the lack of cohesion can be further amplified by the lack 

of grammatical constituents such as subject and predicate. This incoherence results in the 

fragments appearing to be extremely disconnected from the rest of the context, which further 

contributes to representing the emotional state of the speakers as highly agitated.  

Sentence fragments can be of different types: sentence (1) is a repetition of the word in the 

previous sentence supplied by additional information. Sentence (3) appears to be a more 

independent utterance as compared to sentence (1). It starts as a regular sentence, but is then 

abruptly terminated. Since the fragments are not all identical, it is necessary to present an 

outline of the types of fragments that are represented in the sample under analysis. Such an 
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outline will allow a more detailed picture of the different solutions Bouis and Gessen adopt 

when translating this frequent feature of the ST. 

5.2.2 Classification of sentence fragments 

Emmott et al. (2005) have investigated a corpus consisting of fictional narratives, two 

autobiographies and two popular science texts in English and suggested 16 different types of 

sentence fragments (2005: 243) Of the 16 types described in their article, 12 types occur in the 

three chapters that are examined in this thesis. The identified types are listed below, and 

examples are provided as an illustration of each type. 

1. Echoic fragments.  This type of sentence fragment repeats an element from the 

previous sentence with some additional word that modifies the element that is repeated 

(Emmott et al., 2005: 243). Again, the translations are my own close renderings in 

English. 

ST: Была жизнь... Другая жизнь... Я там считалась большим человеком, есть у меня 

воинское звание - подполковник железнодорожных войск. 

Lit: I had a life... A different life. Back there I was considered to be an important person, I 

have a military rank, lieutenant colonel of military troops. 

 

2. Additional information without repetition. Sentence fragments often simply supply 

additional information without repeating any element from the previous sentence 

(Emmott et al., 2005: 244). 

ST: Сразу после армии стал инвалидом второй группы. В двадцать два года. 

Lit: Immediately after the army I became an invalid. At twenty two.  

 

3. General-particular relations. This type of fragment contains an element, which is a 

hyponym of some broader term presented in the preceding sentence (ibid, 2005: 245). 

ST: Соберутся бабы и плачут: "Хлопчики, пустите... То ж наша земля... Наши хаты... 

Lit: Women would gather and start crying. “Boys, let us in…This is our land... Our houses…” 

 

4. Identification of an underspecified referent/clarification of function. Sentence 

fragments can be employed to identify a referent that is underspecified in the previous 

sentence (ibid, 2005: 244), such as in the following example where the adverb of place 

here is further clarified:  

ST: А я уже сама ребеночка ждала... Не могла там рожать... Приехали сюда... В 

Беларусь...  
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Lit: And by that time I was pregnant myself… I could not give birth there… We came here… 

To Belorussia. 

In other cases, the fragment may explain in what way a certain person or a thing introduced in 

the previous sentence is related to the rest of the context (Emmott et al., 2005: 244). In the 

example that follows, a hearer might mistakenly assume that the speaker who was busy 

describing some dramatic events that happened to her in Tajikistan suddenly switches the topic 

to talk about the love life of her daughter, only to discover a second later that her daughter was 

in love with a Tajik. In this way the word boy is connected to the overall context. 

ST: Девочка у нас училась в первом классе, она была влюблена в мальчика. Таджика. 

Lit: Our daughter went to the first grade and she was in love with a boy. A Tajik.  

 

5. Fractured-off components. A fractured-off fragment can be easily combined with the 

previous sentence, because grammatically and semantically it can be viewed as a part 

of it (ibid, 2005: 245). This is the most frequent type of sentence fragment (35 instances) 

in my corpus. 

ST: А до этого нам казалось, что живем на своей земле. По советским законам. 

Lit: And before that it seemed to us that we were living on our own land. Under the Soviet 

law. 
 

6. Paraphrase, Semantic/Pragmatic connection. Sometimes the fragment can be a 

rewording of some element from the previous sentence (ibid, 2005: 244). The following 

example consists of two fragments that are both linguistic approximations of the 

highlighted item in the sentence preceding them: 

ST: Насыпали саркофаг. Гигантскую могилу, в которой похоронен один человек - 

старший оператор Валерий Ходемчук, оставшийся под развалинами в первые 

минуты взрыва. Пирамида двадцатого века... 

Lit: We made the sarcophagus. A gigantic grave in which one man is buried - senior operator 

Valery Khodemchuk, who remained under the debris in the first minutes after the explosion. 

A twentieth-century pyramid.  

The types of sentence fragments listed thus far can be described as afterthoughts, which often 

take place in real speech. Chafe (1988) points out that afterthoughts are produced in spoken 

language when “the speaker chose at first to end the sentence at the period, but then thought of 

something else that would be useful for the hearer to know, within the same cluster of 

information” (1988: 6). According to Biber (1999) afterthoughts are the result of the spoken 

mode’s “elaboration of what have been said principle”, which means that speakers constantly 
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monitor their own output and make additions in a form of afterthought whenever it is necessary. 

Afterthoughts in the corpus take the form of noun phrases, adjectival phrases and prepositional 

phrases, non-finite verb forms and subordinate clauses. 

7. Evaluation, Conclusion and Comment. A sentence fragment may contain a 

character’s assessment of or comment on some particular event (Emmott et al., 2005: 

245). In this corpus evaluations/conclusions/comments are nouns or noun phrases. A 

comment can be repeated several times to underline the speaker’s attitude towards a 

certain situation. 

ST: Там снимали показания, записывали вроде бы что-то в наши карточки, но, сколько 

рентген каждому попало - военная тайна. Суки! Проходит какое-то время, тебе 

говорят: "Стоп! Больше нельзя!" Вся медицинская информация... Даже при отъезде 

не сказали - сколько? 

Lit: They took measurements there, probably wrote them down in our files, but how many 

roentgens each of us got was a military secret. Those fuckers! Some time passes, they tell you 

«Stop! Do not continue!” All the medical information. Even when we were leaving they did 

not tell us – how much? 

8. Impressions and Memories. This type is used to articulate a particular memory that 

crosses the mind of the speaker (ibid, 2005: 247). In this corpus impressions/memories 

can be nouns or noun phrases, usually piled up in a series.  

ST: Продавали, выменивали трактора, сеялки. Одна бутылка... Десять бутылок... 

Деньги никого не интересовали... 

Lit: They sold and traded tractors and sowers. One bottle…Two bottles… No one was 

interested in money… 

9. Brevity of Direct Speech. This type is mostly used to represent direct speech in a 

narrative and is considered by Emmott et al. to be a boarder case between ellipsis and 

sentence fragments, because the meaning of the missing elements can be partially 

recovered from the context.  

ST: У меня сразу слабость, сонливость какая-то. Я - к врачу: "Все нормально. Жара". 

Lit: I felt weak and kind of sleepy. I went to a doctor. «Everything is fine with you. The heat.” 

If the meaning of the sentence fragment in this example were to be reconstructed, it would be 

something like, “It is the heat that is making you feel unwell”. 

10. Topic Management or Orientation. Fragments of this type always precede the 

content that they manage. In my material, topic management/orientation fragments 
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are nouns and noun phrases. Such fragments can signal that the speaker is about to 

switch over to a new topic or a subtopic (ibid, 2005: 246). 

ST: Что можно было делать на боевом вертолете в Чернобыле? Или на военном 

истребителе МИ-2? Летчики... Молодые ребята... Все после Афгана... Настроение 

такое, что хватило бы с них одного Афгана, навоевались. 

Lit: What could one do in a military helicopter in Chernobyl? Or in a fighter aircraft MI-2? 

The pilots. Young men. All of them were just out of Afghanistan. It seemed that they have had 

enough in Afghanistan, they did enough fighting there.  

In addition, they can also be used in order to set the stage, for example, by providing 

information about when and where the action that is being described has taken place. This type 

usually occurs in the beginning of a new paragraph (ibid, 2005: 246)  

ST: Досмотренный огород. За плугом ступает хозяин, увидел нас: «Хлопцы, не 

кричите. Мы уже подписку дали: весной уедем. 

Lit: A well-tended garden. There is a man behind the plough, he sees us. “Boys, don't shout. 

We have signed the documents already: we are leaving in the spring.” 

11. Incomplete Narration. Sometimes the speaker starts an utterance, but for some reason 

fails to finish it. There are two subcategories of incomplete narration type. a) 

Anticipatory fragment. This type is a mirror image of the “fractured-off component”, 

in the sense that it can be easily incorporated into the sentence that it depends on for 

interpretation, but in contrast to “fractured-off components”, it precedes rather than 

follows such a sentence. Anticipatory fragment is not strictly a case of unfinished 

sentence, because the sentence that follows it is a logical continuation of the idea 

expressed by the sentence fragment. b) Abandoned sentence. Such sentence fragments 

are the result of the speaker’s inability to complete an utterance for some reason. Biber 

(1999) points out the reasons might be as following: the speaker does not feel 

comfortable with the topic, the speaker forgets what he was about to convey, or he 

notices that nobody is listening. 

ST: Когда я оттуда прикатил с чемоданом денег... Машину купили. Она - сука жила 

со мной. Не боялась. 

Lit: When I came from there with a suitcase full of money… We bought a car. The bitch 

lived with me. She wasn’t afraid. 

  

ST: Ушли. А если бы открыли зал? Они бы всех... И мне заодно - пулю в лоб! Там одна 

власть - человек с ружьем. 

Lit: They left. But what if they have opened the door into the waiting room... They would have 

… And me too, a bullet in the head!  
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False starts can also be included into the subcategory of incomplete narration. 

 

ST: Только о войне... Только о войне могу говорить... Почему сюда приехали 

Lit: Only about war… I can talk only about war.. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that in the corpus there are sentences that are fragment-like 

because they are extremely brief and could have been easily incorporated into the previous 

sentence. 

ST: Роботы не выдерживали, техника сходила с ума. А мы работали. И очень этим 

гордились... 

Lit: The robots couldn't do it, their systems got all damaged. But we worked. And we were 

proud of it… 

In sum, this outline of different types of sentence fragments illustrates that sentence fragments 

can be a single word, a phrase, a non-finite verb form or a subordinate clause, set off between 

two final punctuation marks. The examples presented above also show that most types of 

sentence fragments follow the sentence they depend on for interpretation, but topic 

management/orientation and incomplete narration types precede the context that they are 

closely related to. Above all, this outline shows that the types that Emmott et al. were able to 

identify in English texts have proven to be exhaustive in the analysis of sentence fragments in 

Alexievich`s book. Thus, as far as this analysis is concerned, there is no difference in the types 

of fragments available in Russian and in English; the two languages can in principle use all of 

the types listed here to mimic the characteristic “fragmentary syntax” of spoken language. This 

similarity does not mean, however, that Russian and English tolerate exactly the same amount 

of sentence fragments. Indeed, Rodneva (2005) who has examined translations into Russian of 

works by Kesey, Steinbeck, Salinger, Warren and Shaw, shows that Russian uses sentence 

fragments more frequently than English does. In her study, she found that although many of 

the sentence fragments in the Russian translations result from the fragments in the source text, 

there are also many fragments in the translations that are introduced by the translators in places 

where there is no fragment in the original. Rodneva completes her study by concluding that 

greater acceptance of sentence fragments in the Russian language is partially explained by 

“greater intensity” of punctuation in Russian as compared to English. 

5.2.3 Translation choices 

Table 7 shows that the source text contains 169 sentence fragments of different types and that 

the translators do not always preserve sentence fragments when translating them.  
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Table 7: Distribution of translators’ different solutions according to type  

Type of fragment Total number in ST Number of changes 

in Bouis 

Number of changes 

in Gessen 

Addition 11 3 9 

Repetition 12 4 5 

Fractured-off  35 15 16 

General-particular 6 - 1 

Identifying an  23 4 11 

underspecified referent    

Paraphrase 12 2 10 

Conclusion/Comment 8 6 7 

Impression/Memory 11 7 9 

Brevity of direct speech 7 2 3 

Response/Metalinguistic 

item 

5 1 1 

Topic management 16 9 11 

Anticipatory fragment 16 11 9 

Abandoned sentence 7 5 2 

Total 169 69 94 

Total in % 100% 41% 55% 

 

Both translators often choose to adopt different solutions that lead to sentence fragments being 

“edited”. Such altering of fragments into other structures may possibly be due to various style 

guides (see section 5.2.1). Gessen shows slightly greater tendency to violate sentence 

fragments; he chooses to translate them with a grammatically complete construction 41% of 

time as compared to Bouis who does so 55% of time. Interestingly, both translators make 

changes in all of the identified types of fragments (except for Bouis` decision to keep all 

fragments of the general-particular type).  

With respect to the various options that the translators choose when they render sentence 

fragments, my data demonstrates 5 different solutions. Upon encountering a sentence fragment 

in the source text, translators can decide to preserve the sentence fragment, as illustrated below 

ST: Я боюсь, когда много людей. Как на вокзале... Как на войне... 

Lit: I am afraid, when there are many people. Like at the train station… Like in war… 

Bouis:  I am afraid when there are a lot of people. Like at the train station. Like in war. 

 

Another alternative for rendering the fragment is to keep it as a separate graphological sentence 

and to supply it with an overt subject and overt predicate, which I will refer to as “clause-

building from sentence fragment”. 
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ST: Ездили к блоку, к самому реактору. Фотографироваться... Хотелось дома 

похвастаться... 

Lit: They went to the block, to the very reactor. To take pictures… They wanted to show off at 

home…  

Gessen: People drove to the block, the actual reactor. They wanted to photograph themselves 

there, to show the people at home. 

 

A frequent solution is also to embed sentence fragments into a neighboring sentence or, rarely, 

into a neighboring fragment, by simply changing a sentence-final punctuation mark to a comma 

or a blank space.  

ST: Я только вернулся из Афганистана. Жить хотел. Жениться.  

Lit: I just returned from Afghanistan. I wanted to live. To get married.  

Bouis: I had just returned from Afghanistan. I wanted to live, to get married. 

 

As in the case of simple embedding, rewriting and embedding leads to the fragment and the 

neighboring sentence being combined. In this case, however, the fragment is not simply 

attached, but rather it leads to rewriting the whole neighboring sentence with the fragment 

becoming one of its constituents. In some cases, translators choose to omit the sentence 

fragment altogether.  

ST:  Недавно нашел Пушкина... Томик... 

Lit: I found Pushkin recently… One volume…  

Gessen: The other day I found a volume of Pushkin. 
 

Finally, specifically for the type abandoned sentence translators can choose to complete such 

a sentence by guessing what the speaker was about to say.  

ST: Ушли. А если бы открыли зал? Они бы всех... И мне заодно - пулю в лоб! 

Lit: They left. But what if they have opened the door into the waiting room... They would have 

… And me too, a bullet in the head!  

Bouis: And what if they had opened up the waiting-room? They would have killed all of them. 

And me too, a bullet in the head! 

 

Minor changes within sentence fragments such as when translators choose a different final 

punctuation mark after the fragment (By the side of the road… translated into By the side of 

the road?)  or when a fragment of one type is translated into a fragment of another type, are 

not accounted for in this analysis. Table 8 shows how the various solutions outlined above are 

distributed in the two translations. 
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Table 8: Distribution of the translator’s solutions when rendering sentence fragments 

Solution Bouis  Gessen 

Preserving  100 75 

Clause building 23 58 

Embedding  30  28 

Rewriting and embedding 7 3 

Erasing  6 3 

Completing an incomplete 

sentence 

3 2 

Total  169 169 

 

Table 8 shows that clause building and embedding are the two solutions that translators prefer 

the most. There is a marked difference in the frequency with which the two translators choose 

to build a clause out of sentence fragments: Gessen chooses to explicate a subject and a 

predicate twice as often as Bouis does. Regarding embedding there is no difference between 

the two translators; Bouis embeds fragments 30 times and Gessen 28 times. Rewriting, erasing 

and completing an incomplete sentence are the translators’ least-preferred solutions, and there 

are few such instances in their translations. I will now focus on embedding and clause-building 

in more detail, because these are the two solutions most favored by both translators.  

5.2.4 Embedding  

Embedding of a fragment into a neighboring clause, either the previous or the following one, 

is a solution that both translators opt for frequently when faced with sentence fragments in the 

source text. (I have observed that the type of sentence fragment that becomes embedded most 

frequently is fractured-off components; Bouis attaches them to a neighboring clause 11 times 

and Gessen 9 times. Other types of sentence fragments that both translators choose to embed 

are addition, repetition with addition, identification of an underspecified element, 

impression/memory and anticipatory fragment. I could not identify any consistent pattern 

regarding the parts of speech that become attached to a neighboring clause.) Fragments that 

become attached can be either nouns, adverbs, noun phrases, prepositional phrases, infinitive 

verb forms, participial or adverbial subordinate clauses. In 15 cases, translators agree in their 

choice of which fragment to attach. The following are two examples that illustrate cases when 

both translators coincide in their choice of which fragment to embed. In the first example that 

follows, translators differ slightly in terms of the sentence they decide to attach the fragment 

to, but the embedding is there still. Notice also that in the second example both Bouis and 
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Gessen supplied overt conjunctions or and and respectively. I will discuss this change later in 

section 5.2.6. 

ST: Теперь я думаю иначе... После девяти операций и двух инфарктов... Я их не сужу, 

я их понимаю.  

Lit:  Now I think differently… After nine operations and two heart attacks… I don’t judge 

them, I understand them. 

Bouis: Now I think differently, after nine operations and two heart attacks. I’m not judging 

them, I understand them.  

Gessen: Now I look at it differently. After nine operations and two heart attacks, I don’t judge 

them, I understand them.   

 

ST: Паковали сумки. Куда везли? Наверное, в Киев... В Минск... На барахолки... 

Lit: They packed bags. Where did they take them? Probably, to Kiev… Minsk…. To the flea 

markets… 

Bouis: They packed up bags of stuff. Where did they take it? Probably to Kiev, Minsk, or to 

the flea markets.  

Gessen: They’d pack their bags. Where’s they take it? Probably to Kiev and Minsk, to the 

second-hand markets.  

 

Notice also two different renderings of the ST in the last example. Thus, the translators do not 

differ much in the extent to which they choose to embed sentence fragments. When the 

translators choose to embed the fragment into a neighboring clause it contributes to a change 

in the rhythm of the ST. In the TTs there are less final punctuation marks for the reader to 

stumble over as well.  

5.2.5 Clause-building from sentence fragments 

Several linguists working on spontaneous speech (Crystal and Davy, 1969: 51; Miller and 

Weinert, 1998: 26; Biber, 1999) have warned against treating a sentence fragment as an 

elliptical clause. Ellipsis is usually understood as the omission of redundant information that 

can easily be recovered from the context (Quirk et al., 2005). These linguists, insisting on 

differentiating sentence fragments from the ellipsis phenomenon, point out that the missing 

elements in sentence fragments cannot be recovered from their context in a straightforward 

way. Emmott et al. (2005) purports the same view, suggesting that an additional problem with 

viewing sentence fragments as a clause with an ellipsis is that “reconstruction would destroy 

the rhythmic and rhetorical effects” created by sentence fragments (2005: 249). Emmott et al. 

acknowledge that items such as the one outlined under brevity of speech are on the borderline 

between ellipsis and sentence fragment because they typically appear in the narrative as 

answers to questions and the missing elements can therefore be recovered from the previous 
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context. They call for establishing of a gradient that would allow for the disambiguation of 

cases if sentence fragments from cases of grammatical ellipsis (Emmott et al., 2005: 249).  

The extracted data shows that the translators might be of a different view than the linguistic 

community, though. Bouis opts to render sentence fragments as complete clauses in 23 cases 

while Gessen does so in 58 cases. Thus, Gessen displays a greater preference for converting 

sentence fragments into clauses. I notice that there are 20 cases when both translators decide 

to convert the same fragment of the source text into a complete independent clause. As in the 

case with embedding, this is a very high number. Such a high level of agreement might be an 

indication of the cross-linguistic differences pointed out by Rodneva (2005). Below is an 

example of a source text fragment, which both translators choose to convert into a complete 

clause:  

ST: Проходит какое-то время, тебе говорят: "Стоп! Больше нельзя!" Вся 

медицинская информация...  

Lit: Some time passes, they tell you, “Stop! Do not continue!” All the medical 

information...  

Bouis: After a while, they tell you, 'Stop! No more!' That's all the medical 

information you get.  
Gessen: Some time goes by and suddenly they say, "Stop. You can't take any more." 

That's all the medical information they give you.  

In many instances in both Gessen’s and Bouis’s translations clause-building involves inserting 

an overt subject. Most of the time the use is made of a personal pronoun it or a deictic such as 

that, which refer to a previous context, and a copula verb be or a lexical verb. In a few cases, 

clause building involves converting a subordinate clause into an independent clause. Table 9 

is an illustration of how solutions are distributed across the two translators.  

Table 9: Different solutions the translators adopt when building a clause of a sentence fragment 

Type of solution Bouis Gessen 

Covert subject + copula be 17 38 

Covert subject + lexical verb 5 16 

(Fragmented) subordinate 

clause to independent clause 

1 4 

Total 23 58 

 

Table 9 shows that Gessen chooses to build a clause from a sentence fragment by supplying an 

overt subject + a copula verb, an overt subject + a lexical verb or by changing a subordinate 
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clause to an independent clause more often than Bouis. The following examples illustrate cases 

in which Gessen chooses to build a clause out of a fragment and Bouis does not. 

In the example below Gessen supplies the personal pronoun it, which functions as a co-

referential link to the word horse. The content of the fragment in Gessen’s translation becomes 

explicitly linked to the previous sentence and the fragment becomes converted into a 

grammatically complete sentence: 

ST: Недавно под лесом коня одичавшего нашли. Мертвого. В другом месте - зайца. 

Lit: Recently they found a horse in the forest that had gone wild. Dead. In another place, a 

rabbit.  

Bouis: Recently they found a wild horse near the woods. Dead. And in another place, a rabbit. 

Gessen: Recently they found a horse in the forest that had gone wild. It was dead. In another 

place they found a rabbit. 

The example below shows how the speaker in Gessen’s translation gains the ability to state 

explicitly his own activity (I saw), although he was not capable of this in the original. Note 

also that in this sentence Gessen provides a spatial reference (from above). Quirk et al. (2005) 

points out that “physical location is essential for orientation in discourse”. An opposite 

assumption can be inferred from this statement, namely that the absence of information about 

physical location is a crucial device for disorientating the reader. The source text author aims 

to disorientate the reader by presenting memories of a speaker in a photographic manner while 

Gessen arguably attains an opposite effect by providing an explicit spatial reference. 

ST: Зачем? Требовались специалисты, а не человеческий материал. Разрушенное 

здание, груды обвалившегося хлама... и гигантское количество маленьких человеческих 

фигурок. Стоял какой-то фээргэсовский кран, но мертвый, туда дошел и помер.  

 

Lit: What for? They needed specialists and not human material. A destroyed building, piles of 

debris … and a gigantic amount of little human figures. There was some crane from FRG, but 

it was dead, it arrived there and died. It reached the spot and died. 

 

Bouis: What for? They needed specialists, not human material. A destroyed building, mounds 

of refuse ... and a gigantic amount of tiny human figures. There was a crane from the [former] 

Federal Republic of Germany, but it was dead. 

 

Gessen: What for? They needed specialists, not a lot of human material. From above I saw a 

ruined building, a field of debris — and then an enormous number of little human shapes. 

There was a crane there, from East Germany, but it wasn't working — it made it to the reactor 

and then died. 

The example below shows two paragraphs each starting with a topic management type of 

fragment. Interestingly, all sentences in the first paragraph are fragments. Gessen chooses to 
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supply a covert subject I and a verb of thinking remember in the first sentence of each of the 

paragraphs. These solutions cause a dramatic change in the manner in which the thoughts of 

the speaker are represented. In the ST and in Bouis’ translation the readers are presented with 

just a collection of items, as if a collage of pictures from a photo album was slowly taking 

shape before their eyes. Gessen, on the other hand, presents these memories as a well-organized 

and well-connected narrative rather than as an uncontrolled flow of recollections, by 

introducing I remember which can be interpreted as referring to all of the fragments in the first 

paragraph and by adopting an identical solution in the first sentence of the second paragraph.  

ST: Заброшенные братские могилы. Треснутый камень с фамилиями: капитан 

Бородин, старший лейтенант... Длинные столбцы, как стихи - фамилии рядовых... 

Репейник, крапива, лопухи... 

Досмотренный огород. За плугом ступает хозяин, увидел нас. 

 

Lit:  Abandoned communal graves. (a) A cracked stone with surnames: Capitan Borodin, 

Senior lieutenant... (b) Long colons, like poems – the surnames of privates. (c)  Burdock, 

nettle, burdock leaves… (d) 

A well-tended garden. There is a man behind the plough, he sees us. 

 

Bouis: Abandoned communal graves. A cracked stone with names: Captain Borodin, Senior 

Lieutenant Untel, ordinary soldiers. Weeds and nettles. 

A vegetable plot. A man behind the plough sees us and says,  

 

Gessen: I remember the untended communal graves —  a cracked headstone with men's 

names: Captain Borodin, Senior Lieutenant ... And then these long columns, like poems — the 

names of privates. Around it, burdock, stinging-nettle, and goose-foot.  

I remember this very nicely tended garden. The owner comes out of the house, sees us.  

Interestingly, Gessen chooses to supply the prepositional phrase around it, which provides 

explicit information about the physical location of the speaker. The supplied prepositional 

phrase has also the pronoun it referring to the word headstone in the previous context. Although 

two discussed fragments in Gessen have not been “corrected” and have instead kept their 

grammatical incompleteness, the underlined lexical changes together with “I remember” in the 

beginning of the first and second paragraphs have contributed to the sentences’ greater overall 

connectedness. In the section below, I will look closer at the changes that were introduced by 

the translators to the preserved fragments. 

Overall, clause building from sentence fragments involves supplying an overt subject and an 

overt predicate, which did not exist in the fragment of the source text. As compared to sentence 

fragments, complete clauses create an illusion of the informants having better control over their 

thoughts and feelings, and of their psychological state being less affected by painful memories. 
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5.2.6 Other solutions when rendering sentence fragments 

As has been pointed out in the section above, even when a sentence fragment has not been  

changed into a clause, it can become more connected to the rest of the text when translators opt 

to supply explicit cohesive links. Table 10 shows that Gessen supplied such links 10 times, 

while Bouis chooses to reinforce the cohesive ties twice.  

Table 10: Links supplied by the translators in sentence fragments 

Translator’s solution Bouis Gessen 

Supplying preserved fragments with 

cohesive links 

2 10 

Strengthening cohesive ties involves for the most part supplying a conjunction in front of the 

sentence fragments, but can also involve lexical cohesive links. Bouis and Gessen chose to 

supply links in the same fragments two times. Below is an examples when Gessen chooses to 

supply a cohesive link, but not Bouis.  

ST: Скот пасут на русских кладбищах... Коз... 

Lit: They graze cattle on the Russian cemetries… Goats… 

Gessen: They graze livestock on the Russian cemeteries. And goats. 

Bouis: The cattle graze in Russian cemeteries. Goats.   

 

5.2.7 Compensation techniques when rendering ST sentence 

fragments 

A question arises whether the solutions the translators adopt when translating sentence 

fragments always result in stylistically unmarked sentences. In other words, it is necessary to 

examine whether the solution to “correct” the fragment will in all cases produce a linguistic 

construction that appears “normal”. The examples presented below show that regardless the 

syntactic changes introduced by the translators, ST fragments sometimes still remain a marked 

feature in translations. Gessen’s choice to supply a subject and a predicate in the example 

presented below causes “expressive repetition” and “syntactic parallelism” (Leech and Short, 

1981: 248). It is clear from the ST that neither repetition nor syntactic parallelism existed in 

the original. Since repetition is one of the characteristic features of the spoken language (Biber, 

1999), I assume that by introducing it to the target text the translator might have consciously 

attempted to compensate for the loss of fragmentary syntax. 

ST: Я боюсь человека. И всегда хочу его встретить. Хорошего человека. 
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Lit: I am afraid of  men. But I always want to meet him. A good man.  

Gessen: I am afraid of men. And also I want to meet him. I want to meet a good person   

 

In the same manner, embedding does not always need to result in a more standardized language. 

Sometimes embedding may take place in a segment of the original that has some other unusual 

feature in addition to the fact that it has a sentence fragment in it. In the example below, the 

passage from the original consists of two anticipatory fragments which can easily be 

incorporated into the following sentence. However, it is not only the fragmentary nature that 

makes these elements stylistically marked. In addition to being anticipatory fragments, the two 

adjuncts of space have parallel grammatical structures amplified by the formal repetition of the 

preposition from. When the two adjuncts of space are embedded into the following sentence 

they remain stylistically marked. This marking is enabled by retaining the syntactical 

parallelism that was present in the source text. In addition, the effect is further strengthened by 

the unusual theme-position that the adjuncts receive when they become embedded (Quirk, 

2005, 1427). Here, I cautiously infer that the translator was aware of these processes and 

expected fronted position along with the syntactical parallelism and repetition to compensate 

for embedding of the fragment.  

ST: Сверху... С вертолета... Когда шел низко возле реактора, наблюдал...  

Lit: From above… From the helicopter… When I was flying near the reactor, I watched…  

Bouis: From above, from the helicopter, when it flew low over the reactor, I watched. 

 In the example below, Bouis chooses to embed the fractured-off components vegetable oil and 

canned goods. These components became less marked when embedded because they lose their 

fragmented character. However, they retain some level of markedness because they are not 

punctuated in the way a list of conjoins would normally be punctuated. The last conjoin in a 

list would usually require a conjunction and (Quirk et al., 2005: 47). Therefore, the lack of 

conjunction and before vegetable oil in Bouis’ translation can be regarded as a syntactically 

marked structure.  

ST: Езжу по деревням... Раньше находил макароны, муку... Постное масло. Консервы... 

Lit: I drive around the villages… I used to find macaroni, flour… Vegetable oil. Canned food.  

Bouis: I travel around the villages. I used to find macaroni, flour, vegetable oil, canned goods 

An equal number of cases similar to the two described above have been identified in both 

translations. However, they are not numerous and cannot be interpreted as the reason the 

translators chose to “correct” sentence fragments in many other cases. 
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Finally, both Bouis and Gessen view sentence fragments as a less legitimate linguistic feature 

in English than does the author of the Russian source text. Therefore, they adopt a number of 

different solutions in translating sentence fragments. Preserving the fragment, embedding the 

fragment into a neighboring sentence and clause building from sentence fragments are the 

solutions that the translators opt for most frequently when they choose to change a fragment.  

The analysis helped to uncover both similarities and differences between Gessen and Bouis. 

The translators introduce embedding with a similar frequency. However, they differ in the 

extent to which they opt for clause building from sentence fragments; Gessen builds finite 

clauses from the fragments more than twice as often as Bouis. The revealed discrepancy can 

be an indication of an individual translator’s style. However, such indication should be 

interpreted carefulle. The next section will, however, reinforce the observetions made so far 

about the translators’ choices in respect to sentence fragments. 

5.2.8 Clauses with elided subject as sentence fragments 

In section 5.2.2, I pointed out that words, phrases and non-finite clauses punctuated as separate 

sentences can be defined as sentence fragments. Following Emmott (2006), sentences that are 

left incomplete have also been subsumed under the sentence fragments category (see section 

5.2.2). However, in Tchernobylskaya Molitva there is one more type of fragment. This type 

requires a more detailed explanation.  

It is a well-known fact that Russian makes a frequent use of subject ellipsis.  Elided subjects 

can be located in the first clause as well as in the second clause of a sentence. This discussion 

concerns subject ellipsis in the first clause. When the subject is elided in the first clause in a 

Russian sentence, the verb morphology usually signals the subject’s referent. In contrast to 

Russian, English does not have a rich inflectional system, which would give cues about the 

subject's referent when the subject is elided. As a result, English largely does not permit subject 

ellipsis in the first clause. There are only some exceptional cases when English does allow 

elided subjects. These cases are restricted either to a very colloquial language or to special 

genres such as diaries, personal letter etc. For example: 

The colloquial use: (I) Think I’ll go now. (Quirk et al., 2005: 896). 

                                 (He/She/They) Can’t play at all (Quirk et al., 2005:  897) 

 

The language of diaries: Ø Got up at 6, phoned Bill (Quirk et al., 2005: 847)  
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According to Emmott et al. (2006), English sentences with an empty subject slot in the fist 

clause should be treated as sentence fragments. But does this also apply to the Russian 

language, in which the morphology provides cues about the subject's referent? In Russian, an 

initial clause with an elided subject would usually not be classified as a sentence fragment. 

Rather such clauses are referred to as finite clauses consisting of only a predicate or 

odnosostavnie predlozheniya. However, as Valgina (2003) argues, when coordinated 

predicates (predicates referring to the same subject) are separated by a sentence final 

punctuation, the resulting sentence with subject ellipsis can be treated as a sentence fragment 

(2003: 261). For example: 

ST: Молюсь я просто. Читаю про себя.  

Gloss: I pray simply. Read-1SG to myself. 

Lit: I pray simply. I read a prayer to myself. 

 

However, Valgina does not clarify what predicates are to be considered conjoined predicates. 

Indeed, this is a linguistic issue that has not been fully resolved in either Russian or in English 

(Valgina: 209; Quirk et al., 948). For the purpose of this study I will use Dirdal’s (2014) narrow 

definition of conjoined predicates. Namely, the term conjoined predicated will be used to refer 

only to coordinated  predicates without other constituents (Dirdal 2014: 123). For example, 

ST: Но тот спрятался… Убежал…   

Gloss: But he hid. Ran-3SG away… 

Lit: But he hid. He ran away… 

 

In the sentence above, the inflectional ending of the verb убежал (ran), as well as the context, 

signal that the elided subject of the second sentence is coreferential with the subject of the first 

sentence. In this analysis, such isolated predicates, (without other constituents) punctuated as 

a sentence, will be treated as sentence fragments.  

On the other hand, if a Russian sentence with subject ellipsis in the first clause contains other 

constituents in addition to the predicate, then such clauses will be termed finite clauses with an 

implied subject. This concerns also the cases where an elided subject is coreferential with the 

subject of the previous sentence. Therefore, the second sentence in the following example is 

not a sentence fragment, but rather a finite clause with an implied subject: 

 

ST: В ту минуту я думала, что мой разум не выдержит. Подскочила к нему. 

Gloss: At that moment I though-fem. that my mind will not hold. Jumped-fem.SG up to him. 

Lit: At that moment I though that I would go crazy. I jumped up to him.  
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In the sentence above the verbal morphology of подскочила (jumped), as well as the context, 

signal that the elided subject in the second sentence is coreferential with the subject я (I) in the 

first sentence. However, since the second sentence consists of other constituents than the 

predicate jumped, this sentence will be referred to here as a finite clause with an implied 

subject. 

Thus, if we follow Emmott such an English sentence with an initial clause containing an elided 

subject is termed a sentence fragment (2006). However, not all such sentences are cosidered to 

be fragments in Russian. 

In the source text there are only five sentence fragments with isolated predicates. In four cases, 

both Bouis and Gessen opted for an overt subject in the translation.  

ST: Но тот спрятался… Убежал…   

Gloss: But he ran away. Hid-3SG… 

Bouis: But the man hid. He escaped. 

Gessen: But the other one got away. He hid. 

 

Only in one of five cases did both translators choose to keep the fragment.  

 

ST: Прибыли на место. Переобмундировались. 

Gloss: We arrived at the place. Changed-past.PL the equipment/the uniforms.  

Bouis: We got to the place. Got our equipment. 

Gessen: We got to the place. Changed uniforms. 

There is no individual variation in respect to these types of fragments. However,  the number 

of ST sentence fragments with isolated predicates is not sufficient in order to draw a meaningful 

conclusion about whether Bouis and Gessen indeed tend to adopt similar choices in respect to 

such fragments. 

5.2.9 Reducing clauses to sentence fragments 

In this section, I compare the frequencies with which the two translators chose to reduce clauses 

to sentence fragments. This is, therefore, a translation decision opposite to the one described 

in section 5.2.5. There are two types of clauses that are converted into fragments in the 

translations: finite clauses with an implied subject (see section 5.2.8 above for definition) and 

complete finite clauses (comprising both a subject and a predicate). Table 11 below shows the 

frequency with which the translators choose to change source text clauses into fragments.  
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Table 11: Converting source text clauses into fragments  

Starting point  Bouis Gessen 

Finite clause with implied 

subject 

8 - 

Complete finite clause  14 6 

Total 22 6 

  

Table 11 above illustrates that Bouis reduces clauses to fragments in 22 cases and Gessen does 

so only in 6 cases. This is interesting because Bouis is also the translator who preserves source 

text fragments to a larger extent (see section 5.2.3). Thus, again, Bouis manifests greater 

tolerance for fragments than Gessen. There are no cases where both translators chose to reduce 

the same clause to a fragment. Bouis' choice to convert a complete finite clause into a fragment 

is exemplified below: 

ST: Документы валяются: комсомольские билеты, удостоверения, похвальные 

грамоты... 

Gloss: Documents lie around: Komsomol cards, certificates, awards… 

Bouis: Documents Ø scattered around: Komsomol membership cards, certificates, awards. 

Gessen: There'd be documents lying around: people's Komsomol [Communist Youth 

League] IDs, other forms of identification, awards. 

 

The following example shows Bouis' solution to change a finite clause with implied subject 

into a fragment: 

ST: Сука! Она меня боится... Забрала ребенка... 

Gloss: Bitch! She me-GEN is afraid… Took-FEM.PL the kid. 

Bouis:  Bitch! She's afraid of me. Took away the' kid  

Gessen: That bitch! She's afraid of me. She took the kid. 

 

The reason both Bouis and Gessen chose to convert some ST clauses into fragments may be 

that they try to recreate the effect of disjointedness produced by sentences with subject ellipsis 

that are very frequent in the ST. Another reason might be that they attempt to compensate for 

those cases where they changed the fragments of the original into clauses or embedded them 

into the preceding sentences (see sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5). Table 12 below presents the overall 

number of fragments in the source text and its translations.  
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Table 12: The total number of sentence fragments in the original and its translations 

Number of fragments ST Bouis Gessen 

Number of preserved 

fragments as identified 

in section 5.2.3 

169 100 75 

Number of fragments 

as identified in the 

present section 

5 23 6 

Total 176 123 81 

Total in % 100% 70% 46% 

 

Overall, then, both translators depart from the pattern of sentence fragmentation in 

Tchernobylskaya Molitva. This can result from the English language's lesser tolerance for 

sentence fragments, which has been previously indicated by Rodneva (2005) (section 5.2.2). 

This may also result from the translators’ tendency to adhere to the written standard which 

strongly favors complete clauses or even to comply with the recommendations of style manuals 

which often warn against the overuse of sentence fragments (see section 5.2.1). 

The translators also display a sufficient degree of individual variation.  The quantity of sentence 

fragments in Bouis' translation accounts for 70% of the overall number of fragments in the 

source text. In Gessen's translation the number of fragments amounts to 46% of the original's 

fragments. This can be interpreted as Gessen's preference for more fluent and language and can 

derive either from his adherence to the written standard and style manuals recommendations 

or to his conscious or subconscious awareness of cross-linguistic differences (sections 5.2.1 

and 5.2.2). Bouis, on the other hand, seems to feel more comfortable with the use of fragments 

in English.  

Such a considerable change in the fragmentation pattern in both translations affects the overall 

macrolevel of the novel at the level of cohesion, changing the psychological plane of point of 

view (see section 3.5.3). However, Gessen's translation is more distant from the source text in 

terms of the number of fragments thus in his translation the mindset of the speakers is presented 

as less disturbed by the traumatic event that they have witnessed. 
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5.3 Suspension points   

5.3.1 Suspension points in the original 

In Tchernobylskaya Molitva, Alexievich is concerned first of all with mediating to the readers 

the feelings and the emotions of the people who have shared a collective trauma.  By paying 

attention to the discontinuities that arise in their language, she accurately transcribes the minds 

of the people she interviews. One of the features that she makes prominent use of is the 

suspension points or, as they are often termed, ellipsis points or simply dot, dot, dot.  

The three chapters under analysis in the present thesis contain 369 occurrences of the 

suspension points. Three dots are traditionally associated with what I have referred to in the 

present thesis as abandoned sentences (see section 5.2.2). Abandoned sentences appear when 

the speaker decides, for some reason, to not finish the sentence. The omitted part in such 

sentences is usually marked by three dots. In rhetoric, such broken-off constructions are termed 

aposiopesis. In the ST subcorpus in this thesis, there are only four instances of suspension 

points used in abandoned sentences. For example,  

ST: Я медсестра, я не раз видела, как умирают дети … А тут … Мне это нельзя 

вспоминать … 

Lit: I'm a nurse, I have seen children die before… And here … I'm not supposed to remember 

this now...  

 

The dot, dot, dot can also be used between a complete sentence and a fragment. In such 

cases, the suspension points further highlight the disrupted syntax of the fragment. It is worth 

mentioning, however, that fragments and their antecedent sentences need not always be set 

apart by suspension points. In the ST there are 165 fragments (other than abandoned sentences). 

Of these, 100 fragments are punctuated with three dots, while others are set off by a more 

conventional punctuation mark. (The sentence below illustrates Alexievich’s choice to provide 

suspension points between a complete sentence and an “echoic” fragment (see the classification 

of fragments in section 5.2.2):  

ST: Была жизнь … Другая жизнь …   

Lit: I had a life… A different life… 

 

Thus far, I have discussed touched upon suspension points as they are used to punctuate 

incomplete structures, such as abandoned sentences or other types of fragments. The main 
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function of the three dots used with such constructions is to highlight the discontinuity of 

grammatically incomplete constructions. Additionally, apart from having the function of 

marking grammatical omissions in incomplete structures, the three dots can be inserted 

between grammatically full sentences. This type of suspension points is the most frequent in 

the ST; it occurs 265 times. For example, 

ST: "Мы въехали … Стоял знак "Запретная зона".  

Lit: We drove in ... There was a song “Forbidden zone”.  

 

Both sentences in bold have two main constituents and are therefore grammatically complete. 

Still, the first sentence is punctuated with suspension points. Valgina (2004) describes the 

function of suspension points in Russian complete sentences: to hint that the text contains some 

hidden meaning or “mystery”, to emphasize the importance of the message or to highlight the 

contrast (2004: 58). This means that readers will interpret the message in accordance with their 

own imagination and without being constrained by the limits of the narrative (2004: 59). In this 

way, the suspension points in full sentences contribute to the increased meaning of the text, 

because readers will add their own different interpretation of the hidden meaning behind the 

dot, dot, dot. 

Both types of suspension points – those used to signal incompleteness and those used in 

complete sentences – are, in principle, allowed in both Russian and English. However, looking 

at the use of the dot, dot, dot in the two corpora of American English and Russian editorials, 

Bystrova-McIntyre (2007) found statistically significant differences in its use in the two 

languages (2007: 150). Bystrova-McIntyre’s analysis was not based on the genre of fiction, yet 

her results may still point at a cross-linguistic difference concerning the use of the three dots 

in English and in Russian. . On the other hand, Bystrova-McIntyre looked at Russian and 

American newspapers Izvestia and The New York Times. The use of suspension points in these 

daily papers can hardly be expected to have been as idiosyncratic as in an Alexievich novel; 

therefore, more research on the use of this kind of suspension points is necessary before we 

can unreservedly apply these findings to the analysis of Alexievich’s fiction and its translations. 

As pointed out in section 2.4, Alexievich’s propensity to use strikingly high amounts of 

suspension points in her novels has elicited controversial reactions in her readers, as well as in 

literary critics. This means that the excess to which Alexievich employs three dots in her 

writings breaks with the conventions of the Russian language. In the English language, too, 
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there have been some writers that made highly idiosyncratic use of this expressive punctuation 

mark. In Ellipsis in English Literature, Anne Toner (2015) points at a number of English 

writers that have used suspension points for aesthetic purposes, breaking with what was 

considered to be a norm.  

5.3.2 Use of suspension points in English literature 

Most interestingly, Toner highlights how the use of suspension points in fiction has had its 

defenders and its rivals. In her book, Toner covers the history of the three dots from the 16th 

century to modernity. She argues that suspension points originated as a “means of getting closer 

to the sounds of spoken language, to its interactivity and to the interferences that inhibit its 

production” (2015: 5). However, through the use in such genres as drama and novel, suspension 

points have evolved to become a multifaceted stylistic feature. According to Toner, George 

Eliot, Laurence Sterne, George Meredith, Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Ford and Virginia 

Woolf were among the writers who admired the three dots and promoted their use.  

For example, Joseph Conard and Ford Madox Ford used 400 suspension points in their thin 

book entitled The Inheritors. According to Toner, Conard and Ford used the suspension points 

mostly in dialogues and mostly to punctuate fragmented syntax. The writers themselves 

reflected that they used the three dots in order to mirror the incompleteness of the spontaneous 

speech.  

If you listen to two Englishmen communicating by means of words, for you 

can hardly call it conversing, you will find that their speeches are little more 

than this: A. says: 'What sort of a fellow is ... you know!' B. replies: 'Oh, he's 

a sort of a …' and A. exclaims: 'Ah, I always thought so …' This is caused 

partly by sheer lack of vocabulary, partly by dislike for uttering any 

definite statement at all (quoted in Toner, 2015: 157). 

Thus, Conard and Fox believed that human interactions are best represented by drawing on the 

linguistic resources of spontaneous spoken language. In addition, Toner points out that using 

the suspension points was a part of the writers’ literary philosophy in which they aimed to 

achieve “the complexity, the tantalization, the shimmering, the haze, that life is” (Conrad and 

Fox, quoted in Toner, 2015: 155). However, the readership and critics were not as enthusiastic 

in their reception of Conard and Fox’s representations of the “haze, that life is”. Some called 

their novel “asthmatic”, others – “obscurity”, while one reader even felt “cheated” when he 

discovered that pages contained numerous dots instead of words (Toner, 2015: 153). 
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To show how suspension points have been used in full sentences Toner quotes an example 

from Eliot’s Scenes of Clerical Life, in which the three dots are used not after grammatically 

incomplete sentences, but between full clauses. An excerpt from this novel is presented below:  

“'Let me go, let me go,' he said in a loud, hoarse whisper; 'she's coming … 

she's cold ... she's dead … she'll strangle me with her black hair. Ah!' he 

shrieked aloud, 'her hair is all serpents ... they're black serpents … they 

hiss ... they hiss ... let me go … let me go … she wants to drag me with 

her cold arms ... her arms are serpents … they are great white serpents ... 

they'll twine round me … she wants to drag me into the cold water … her 

bosom is cold … it is black … it is all serpents …' (Eliot, 1857, quoted in 

Toner, 2015: 128). 

In this excerpt, a character called Robert Dempster is presented. He has been in an accident 

and while recovering from injuries he is delirious imagining that his wife, whom he treated 

badly, will come home and take a revenge on him. According to Toner’s analysis, suspension 

points in this text, “stretch […] the spaces between Dempster's words to create frames for the 

vivid 'pictures' that pass through his mind” (Toner, 2015: 128). 

Although, as Toner shows, suspension points have been used to reflect a particular emotional 

state (delirium in Eliot) and to express authors’ philosophical world view (e.g., in Conrad and 

Fox), the three dots have been persistently criticized for pretending to express a thought, rather 

than being an actual verbalization of somebody’s thought. Toner gives an example of a 

journalist in New York Evening Sun, who criticized the three dots’ growing popularity in the 

beginning of the 20th century: 

“it means that the writer … is trying to suggest something rather … well, 

elusive, if you get what we mean … and the reason he suggests it instead of 

expressing it … is … very often … because it is an almost idea ... instead of 

a real idea” (Don Marquis, 1919, quoted in Toner, 2015:). 

In addition to newspaper critics, such prominent intellectual figures as Theodor Adorno and 

Umberto Eco have also been strongly skeptical to the unusual suspension mark. Adorno, for 

example, saw suspension points as a product of the commercialized mass culture, rather than 

an artistic deed (Toner, 2015: 2). The presented account of the use of suspension points in 

English, points at the fact that English too, at least in principle, allows overuse of suspension 

points. However the three dots used along the lines of Alexievich are perceived as a highly 

controversial feature. In translation such a controversial status of suspension points may result 

in translators’ decision to reduce their quantity.  
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5.3.3 Criticisms of Alexievich’s use of the three dots 

As pointed out in section 2.4, in Russian too, Alexievich’s use of suspension points has often 

been viewed as excessive and even irritating. One of her readers sarcastically exclaims, 

parodying Alexievich: “I gave you a piece of thought – think of the rest yourself! I don’t know 

how to connect two thoughts together – think of the rest your self!” (besttoday.ru, 2017). The 

reader here implies that Alexievich leaves too many connections unresolved and unexplained, 

and the reader is clearly disgruntled that Alexievich expects readers to provide these 

connections themselves. 

Indeed, suspension points call attention to themselves and invite an active thought process by 

the readers. In her book on translation of poetry, Boase-Beier (2009) calls the moments in the 

text that require mental effort on the part of the readers “weak implicatures” (2009: 109). She 

draws on Cognitive Theory and Relevance Theory and suggests that in literary texts and in 

poetry there always will be cues that would prompt the reader to “search for significance” 

(Boase-Beier, 2009: 43). Here, implicatures refer not to what is encoded in the text, but to what 

the reader finds within the text or understands this text to mean while reading and interpreting 

it (2009: 40).  

Suspension points signal to the reader that something has been left unexpressed. The three dots 

may stand for something that the speaker wanted to hide from the audience, or for something 

that goes beyond what can be articulated with words. In any case, the text with suspension 

points would remain “open-ended”, to use Boase-Beier’s terms (2009: 109). The lack of 

suspension points in the same text, then, would make the text more “closed-ended” by 

depriving the reader of the possibility of meaning-making processes. I will now turn to the 

translations in order to see how Gessen and Bouis treated this unusual punctuation mark. 

5.3.4 Translation choices 

In written English, the “open-endedness” of the kind that three dots signalize in Russian can 

be expressed by two different punctuation marks: the three dots or the dash. The dash and the 

three dots are often described as having overlapping functions (e.g., New Oxford Style Manual, 

2012: 81). Indeed, these two punctuation marks originated as indications of an omission.  In 

the English language, the two marks have been often used as equivalents (Toner, 2015: 2).   
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It is worth mentioning, however, that there is a difference in tone between the suspension 

points and the dash. The authors of the Chicago Manual of Style claim that the differences 

between the two marks should not be underplayed. 

Ellipsis points suggest faltering or fragmented speech accompanied by 

confusion, insecurity, distress, or uncertainty, and they should be reserved 

for that purpose. The dash, on the other hand, suggests some decisiveness 

and should be reserved for interruptions, abrupt changes in thought, or 

impatient fractures of grammar (The Chicago Manual of Style, 1993: 368).  

The definition presented above outlines the difference in the manner with which utterances 

with the two different marks are expressed: suspension points imply uncertainty, while the dash 

signalizes a decisive tone. However, both marks are used in writing to indicate emotional 

involvement and it is not always possible to make a clear-cut distinction between them. Indeed, 

both of the translators have used the suspension points and the dash to render the ST. 

Conversely, in the Russian language the three dots and the dash cannot be used interchangeably 

(Valgina, 2004: 64).  

Finally, it should be pointed out that the two translators adhered to two different house styles, 

concerning the dash. Gessen used the American long em-dash without spaces between it and 

the words, while Bouis used the short en-dash with spaces on each side of it, which is more 

typical in Britain. I will keep the translators’ typography when presenting examples from their 

translations here. Although other punctuation marks have also been employed by the translators 

to render the suspension points (mainly full stop), only the instances of the dash or the comma 

has been studied in the present analysis. Table 13 below shows the translators’ use of the 

suspension points or the dash to render 369 suspension points of the ST. 

Table 13: The translators’ solutions (dash or suspension points) when rendering 369 suspension points of 

the ST    

Type of punctuation mark Bouis Gessen 

Suspension points 8 15 

Dash 6 26 

Total 14 41 

Total in %  3.8% 11.7 % 

 

Table 13 shows that in the translations there are markedly fewer suspension points and dashes 

than there are suspension points in the ST. Bouis accounts for the ST’s suspension points 3.8 

% of time, while Gessen does so 11.7 % of time.  
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Interestingly, the dash is an intrasentential punctuation mark, while the suspension points is a 

final punctuation mark. This means that when the suspension points are rendered with the dash 

(mostly in Gessen’s translation) the two sentences become merged. Note that Gessen has a 

smaller number of sentences and longer mean sentence length than Bouis (Table 6, section 

5.1). Longer and fewer sentences in Gessen’s translation might result from his greater 

preference for the dash. This effect of preference indicates that statistical measurements, such 

as mean sentence length, cannot be straightforwardly applied to experimental prose such as 

Alexievich’s.  

As shown in section 5.3.1, there are different types of suspension points depending on the type 

of sentences in which they appear. Table 14 below shows the distribution of translators’ choices 

(the suspension points and dash) across different types. 

Table 14: The translator’s solutions (the suspension points and the dash) according to the type of 

sentences in which they occur 

Type of suspension point in the 

ST 

ST Bouis Gessen 

Between two complete sentences           265 4 18 

Between a fragments and a 

complete sentence  

100 9 20 

In abandoned sentences                  4 2 3 

Total 369 15 41 

 

Table 14 shows that both Bouis and Gessen choose to bring some of the suspension points in 

each category across to their English versions. The number of occurrences of abandoned 

sentences is too small to indicate individual variation or the lack of it in (see also Table 7, 

section 5.2.3). Concerning the two largest groups of suspension points – suspension points 

between complete sentences and suspension points between a fragment and a complete 

sentence – Gessen chooses to account for the ST mark in both groups more frequently than 

Bouis.  

There are eight cases when both translators chose to account for the ST’s suspension points in 

the same fragments, and one case when both preserved the three dots in the same full sentence. 

Below is an example of suspension points used to set off a full sentence and a fragment that 

was rendered with suspension points in Bouis’s translation and with the dash in Gessen’s 

translation. Note also that Gessen changes the ST fragment into a full clause and omits the 

word driver.  
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ST: Респираторы с собой не брали … Нет, одного помню… Пожилой водитель … 

Вот он всегда - в маске… 

Lit: We didn’t take respirators with us… No, I remember one… An elderly driver… 

Bouis: We didn't take our respirators with us. No, there was one … an elderly driver. He 

always wore the mask.  

Gessen: We didn't take any gas masks. There was one guy—he was older. He always wore 

his mask.  

 
Below are two examples of suspension points between a fragment and a full sentence. In 

both cases, instances Gessen opted for a long dash, while Bouis chose a full stop. Note that in 

the second sentence Gessen again converts a ST fragment into a complete clause. 

 

ST: Только войне… Только о войне могу говорить… 

Lit: About war… Only about war I can talk… 

Bouis: Only about the war. That's all I can talk about.      

Gessen: The war—that's the only thing I can talk about. 

ST: После смены я их собирал и сдавал в первый отдел… Секретный…  

Lit: After the shift I picked them up and delivered them to the first department… Secret… 
Bouis: After the shift I collected the counters and turned them over to the Section 1. Top 

secret.  

Gessen: After their shifts, I'd pick them up and we'd go to the First Department—that was a 

classified department.  

The following examples show instances of suspension points in two finished sentences. In 

one of the sentences, Gessen opted for the dash, while in the other sentence he preferred the 

dots. Notice also that in the first example Gessen supplies the adverb suddenly which is not in 

the original. 

ST: Ночное дежурство. Женщина рожает, тяжело рожает, кричит… Вбегает 

санитарка… 

Lit: Night shift… A woman is giving birth, is giving birth difficultly, screams… An orderly 

runs in… 

Bouis: I had the night shift. A woman was giving birth, in heavy labour, screaming. An 

orderly ran in. 

Gessen: I had night duty. This woman is giving birth, it's a difficult birth, and she's yelling—

suddenly an orderly runs in, she's not wearing gloves, no robe.  

 

ST: А солдатики в резиновых костюмах, в резиновых перчатках бегали… 

Lit: But the soldiers in rubber suits, in rubber gloves ran around… 

Bouis: But the soldiers ran around in boilersuits and rubber gloves. 

Gessen: But there were soldiers in their rubber suits, their rubber gloves, running around… 

Thus, Gessen shows a greater preference for both the suspension points and the dash than does 

Bouis. Where Gessen opts for the dot, dot, dot or the dash, Bouis often prefers to stay with the 

more conventional full stop (24 times). Compared to Bouis, Gessen seems to be a more 
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confident user of unorthodox punctuation. The finding that Bouis prefers to normalize 

punctuation to a greater extent than Gessen, contrasts with the findings made in section 5.2.9 

that Gessen normalizes fragments to a greater extent than Bouis. This contrast shows that such 

terminology as “normalizing strategy” should be used with caution when referring to individual 

translators. That is, while  a translator may display conventional choices when rendering one 

stylistically marked feature, he or she will not necessarily adopt normalizing choices in the 

case of a different marked ST feature. 

Finally, there is a dramatic reduction in suspension points across the different types. This might 

be the result of the English language’s lower tolerance for suspension points, which Bystrova-

McIntyre (2009) points out in her study of Russian and English editorials. Can this cross-

linguistic difference explain such a dramatic reduction of suspension points in the translations? 

The discussion in section 5.3.2 points out that apart from cross-linguistic differences, the 

generally controversial status of the three dots may have been one of the reasons contributing 

to the translators’ decision to minimize its use in translation. Highly idiosyncratic use of 

suspension points has previously been denied the status of an artistic deed in the English 

language. Suspension points, especially used in large quantities, have been criticized for 

pretending to mean, rather than meaning something. The translators or the publishers (editors) 

might have shared this opinion and therefore erased most of the ST’s suspension points in their 

translations. 

Whatever the reasons, the dramatic reduction in both translations affects the novel on the 

psychological plane of view. Suspension points signify a pause, but also something that is left 

unexpressed or something inexpressible. The reader is invited to reconstruct the meaning which 

is only hinted at. By reducing the number of suspension points in their translations Bouis and 

Gessen deny the readers the open-ended and interactive quality of this frequent feature, which 

results in the change of overall semantics of the text.  

5.4 Asyndeton 

The third feature that stands out as prominent and foregrounded in the novel under discussion 

is its numerous juxtaposed clauses. Juxtaposition (or asyndeton) is one of the ways in which 

clauses can be connected to each other. According to Quirk et al. (2005), clauses in a sentence 

can be linked in four different ways, two of which are stylistically marked. All four types of 

relationships between clauses are acceptable in both Russian and English. 
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Stylistically neutral cohesive links between clauses: 

1) Syndetic coordination. For example, “He ate too much for dinner and he was ill the 

next day”. In case of syndetic coordination clauses are “firmly linked” by a coordinating 

conjunction (Quirk et al, 2005: 981). 

2) Subordination. For example, “Because he ate too much for dinner, he was ill the next 

day”. In subordinated clauses, the link is even stronger than in syndetically coordinated 

clauses. This is due to the fact that the subordinate clause is usually backgrounded in 

respect to the independent clause and thus the relationship between the two clauses is 

made explicit (Quirk et al, 2005: 981, 1472) 

Stylistically marked cohesive links between clauses:  

1) Polysyndeton. For example, John played football, and Mary played tennis, but Alice 

stayed at home (Quirk et al., 2005: 926). This type of coordination is characterized by 

an overuse of coordinating conjunctions. Polysyndeton is employed in texts in order to 

attain various stylistic effects.  

2) Asyndeton. For example, “He ate too much dinner. He was ill the next day”. According 

to Quirk et al., asyndeton has usually the effect of “dramatic intensification” (Quirk et 

al: 2005, 918), while Leech and Short (1981) describe it as a marker of “improvisatory 

flow of speech” (1981: 187). Quirk et al. point out that the relation between 

asyndetically coordinated clauses is usually made clear in spoken language with the 

help of intonation, while in writing the clarity is achieved by inserting punctuation 

marks, for example the comma, between clauses. (ibid: 918).  

Overall then, frequent use of asyndetic coordination affects the cohesion in the novel, which in 

its turn is strongly linked to the psychological plane of point of view (see Table 3). Therefore, 

frequent shifts in asyndetic patterning in translation can cumulatively modify the mind style of 

the witnesses through whose voices the novel is narrated.  

As mentioned above, English, like Russian, uses the same four types of cohesive linkage 

between clauses. However, this does not mean that the two languages prefer to use asyndeton 

with the same frequency. In the study of grammatical ellipsis in English and Russian, McShane 

(2005) points out the following: 
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“Conjunction use is a language parameter whose value for a given language 

can range from practically always requiring overt conjunctions to practically 

never using conjunctions at all” (2005: 178) 

She claims that English has a stronger propensity to insert explicit conjunctions, while Russian 

makes aptly use of conjunction ellipsis, although, McShane continues, the apt use of asyndeton 

in Russian is typical first of all for highly colloquial styles (McShane, 2005: 178-179). 

McShane argues that when Russian omits conjunctions, this is done in order to make the speech 

or writing more emotionally vivid (ibid: 179). Concerning the use of asyndeton in English, it 

has been noted to show preference to elide conjunctions in spoken delivery (e.g. Chafe, 1988; 

Biber, 1999). This signalizes that English spoken and colloquial language, like Russian, shows 

a greater overall preference for elided conjunctions than its written standard.  

In order to see whether the translators differed in terms rendering asyndetic links, I have applied 

Dirdal’s (2014) definition of clause reduction. Drawing on Lehmann’s (1988) and Solfjeld’s 

(1996) studies of sentenciality, Dirdal uses the terms clause-building and clause-reduction to 

discuss translation shifts. To Dirdal (2014) clause-reduction is the opposite of clause-building 

and it signifies any shift done when moving in the direction from a finite main clause to a single 

word. 

All changes moving towards this level are seen as clause building. I thus 

include not only the creation of clauses from words and phrases, but also the 

creation of finite clauses from non-finite ones, cases where elided subjects 

and verbs are made overt and cases where coordinated clauses are made 

independent. The translation of one clause into two (or more) clauses is 

obviously also seen as clause building. The opposite strategy is referred to 

as clause reduction (Dirdal, 2014: 122) 

Finite main clauses that stand next to another finite main clause (whether separated by a full 

stop or a comma) without being connected to it by using an explicit link such as a coordinate 

or subordinate conjunction are referred to here as (asyndetically coordinated) final main 

clauses. Both clauses separated by final punctuation (sentences) an clauses within a sentence 

are considered in the analysis because of the high number of short sentences (Table 6), which 

arguably create the same effect of detachedness as asyndetic clauses placed within the 

boundaries of one sentence. For example:  

ST: Не могла там рожать... Приехали сюда... 

Lit: I couldn’t give birth there… We came here… 
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Russian clauses with subject ellipsis are included in the count along with full clauses containing 

both the subject and predicate because, as explored in section 5.2.8, although the subject in 

such clauses is not expressed explicitly, it is signaled by the verbal ending of the predicate. 

Furthermore, series of clauses within the same sentence, in which the penultimate conjunction 

is present, are not considered in this analysis because they are are regarded as examples of 

stylistically unmarked syndatic coordination. Finally, cases involving sentence fragments are 

not included into the present count, because they have already been examined and accounted 

for separately in section 5.2. 

As mentioned above, clause-reduction refers to any translator’s choice that involves a change 

of finite main clause into any other construction, such as finite coordinated clause, subordinated 

clause, non-finite clause or a phrase. In Table 15 below all translator’s solutions, involving 

clause-reduction of 91 asyntatically coordinated clauses of the source text are presented.  

Table 15: Clause-reduction in 91 asyndetically coordinated final main clauses in the source text 

Types of clause-reduction 

shift 

Bouis Gessen 

Coordinate clause 11 31 

Two main clauses into one 

clause 

3 - 

Coordinate clause without 

subject  

6 10 

Subordinate adverbial clause 2 4 

Relative subordinate clause 1 - 

Subordinate that-clause 4 2 

Non-finite ing-clause 1 - 

Non-finite wh-clause 1 - 

Non-finite clause with ellipsis 1 1 

Prepositional phrase 1 - 

Adverbial phrase - 1 

Omission  7 7 

Total 39 59 

Total in % 42% 64% 

 

Table 15 shows that both translators frequently choose to change stylistically marked asyndetic 

clauses, by converting them into more conventional syntactic structures. Bouis chooses to 

introduce a syntactic shift into asyndetically coordinated clauses of the ST 42% of time, while 

Gessen does so in 64% of cases. There is also individual variation between the translators. 

Gessen chooses to supply a juxtaposed finite main clause with a coordinating conjunction or a 

conjunct in 31 cases, while Bouis opts for such choice only 11 times. In seven cases, both 
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translators chose to change the same clauses with asyndetic coordination into a different 

construction. 

The sentences in which Gessen, but not Bouis, opted for rendering an asyndetic clause with a 

less stylistically marked structure are provided below. The provided literal translations are my 

own close renderings of the ST. 

ST: С домом прощались, как с человеком. Писали: "уезжаем утром" или "уезжаем 

вечером", ставили число и даже часы и минуты. 

Lit: They said goodbye to the houses, like to people. They wrote, “leaving tomorrow” or 

“leaving in the evening”, put the date and the time.  

 

Bouis: They bade farewell to a house as if it were a person. They wrote, 'leaving in the 

morning,' or 'leaving in the evening,' with the date and even the time. 

Gessen: People said goodbye to their homes like they were people.  Or they'd written: "we're 

leaving in the morning," or, "we're leaving at night," and they'd put the date and even the 

time.  

 

ST: Записки на листках из ученических тетрадок... "Не бей кошку. Крысы поедят 

все". 

Lit: Notes in in school notebook paper: Don’t beat the cat. The rats will it it. 

 

Bouis: There were notes on school notebook paper. 'Don't kill the cat. The rats will eat 

everything.'  

Gessen: There were notes written on school notebook paper: "Don't beat the cat. Otherwise 

the rats will eat everything."  

 

ST: А я уже сама ребеночка ждала... Не могла там рожать... Приехали сюда... 

Lit: And I was already pregnant myself… I couldn’t give birth there… We came here… 

 

Bouis: And I was pregnant by then. I couldn't give birth there. We came here.  

Gessen:  I'd get to the hospital and then turn around. By then I was pregnant myself. I 

couldn't give birth there. So we came here. 

 

ST: Мы это замечали. Такая обстановка. Отчаянные были. Началась клубника. Полные 

ульи меда... 

Lit: We noticed that. Such a situation. We were desperate. The strawberry started coming. 

Hives fill of honey. 

 

Bouis: We noticed that. That was the situation. We were crazy. It was berry season. And the 

hives were full of honey. 

Gessen: We noticed that. That's how it was. We were desperate. Then the strawberries 

started coming, and there was honey everywhere.  

 

ST: С нас взяли подписку о неразглашении ... Я молчал ...  

Lit: We had to sign a pledge of secrecy….  I kept silent…  

 

Bouis:  "We had to sign a paper that we would not tell. I kept silent. 
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Gessen: They made us sign a non-disclosure form. So I didn't say anything. 

  

ST: Гроб выложили внутри фольгой ... Над ним полтора метра бетонных плит, со 

свинцовой прокладкой. Приедет отец... Стоит, плачет ... 

Lit: They lined up the coffin with the foil… Above him, there are two meters of concrete 

slabs with lead in between. The father would come… He stands, cries…  

 

Bouis: The coffin was lined with lead. There is a meter and half of concrete slabs, reinforced 

with lead, on top of him. His father comes and weeps over the grave. 

Gessen: They insulated the coffin with foil. And then they poured half a meter of concrete on 

it, with a lead cover. His father came. He's standing there, crying. 

 

ST: Дело было молодое... Грех на мне...  Нет такого греха, который бы Господь не 

простил за искренность принесенного покаяния... 

Lit: I was young….  I’ve sinnded… There is no such a sin, that the God will not forgive for 

sincere penance. 

 

Bouis: I was young. I've sinned. There is no sin that God will not forgive if you repent sincerely. 

Gessen: It was a long time ago. I did wrong. But there is no sin that God won’t forgive if the 

penance is sincere  

 

ST: Мы ехали, как с войны... Схватили вещи, кот за нами до вокзала шел след в след, 

кота забрали. 

Lit: We fled, as if from war… We grabbed to things, the cat followed us everywher, we took 

the cat with us. 

 

Bouis: We fled as if from a war. We grabbed our things, the cat followed us to the train 

station; we took the cat, too.  

Gessen: We left like we were leaving a war. We grabbed everything, and the cat followed us 

to the trains station, so we took  him, too 

 

Notice, in the last example, there are four asyndetically coordinated main clauses; Gessen 

chooses to explicate the relations between these clauses by supplying two coordinating 

conjunctions and and so. Interestingly too, when translating juxtaposed clauses, Gessen makes 

use of various conjunctions, rather than limiting his choice to the conjunction and with the 

“most general meaning”. The conjunctions supplied by Gessen include those denoting contrast 

(but), sequence (then/and then), condition (otherwise), etc. (Quirk et al. 2005: 930-941). Such 

choice of conjunctions in Gessen’s translation reinforces the effect of strengthened cohesive 

ties, which he attains by filling in the elided conjunction to a greater extent than Bouis.   

In the analysis of juxtaposed clauses, the possibility of the translators opting for the stylistically 

marked polysyndetic coordination to render the unusual asyndetic patterns of coordination in 

the ST was considered and discarded. There was only one such example in Gessen’s translation 

and none in Bouis’. 
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To sum up, both translators reduced the number of asyndetic clauses as compared to the source 

text. Such alterations can be the result of the systemic differences between English and Russian. 

Particularly, McShane (2005) argues that Russian tolerates more elision of conjunctions than 

English does. In terms of individual variation, the quantitative and qualitative comparison of 

the choices adopted by Bouis and Gessen, revealed that Gessen tends to explicate the 

relationships between clauses more frequently than Bouis. This can be an indication of 

Gessen’s individual translator’s style, in that he prefers (consciously or subconsciously) a more 

fluent text. Bouis, on the other hand follows Alexievich’s intentional deviations from the 

conventions of the written language more closely.  

Following the previous research on narrative point of view, cohesion is strongly linked to 

psychological plane of point of view (see Table 3). From the examples presented above, it can 

be inferred that Gessen’s translation transforms and normalizes the mind style of the narrative 

to a greater extent than Bouis’. Linguistically, this is done by eliminating such markers of 

psychological plane of point of view as the numerous instances of asyndetic coordination. 

5.5 Section titles 

The fourth feature to be analysed in the present thesis is the titles of sections in Alexievich’s 

Tchernobylskaya Molitva. Before proceeding to the analysis of section titles it is worth 

mentioning that the overall title of the novel, which can be literally translated as Chernobyl 

Prayer: The chronicle of the future, is significantly transformed in both translations. In Bouis’ 

translation, it is rendered as Voices from Chernobyl, and in Gessen's as Voices from Chernobyl: 

The Oral History of a Nuclear Disaster. None of the translators has kept the religious 

connotation of the Russian title. Furthermore, Gessen has added an additional sentence that 

was not in the original. Gessen's translation explicitly defines that the book involves a disaster, 

signalizing to the reader that the focus of the book is on the event, rather than on the people’s 

thoughts and feelings. 

However, the most striking difference is uncovered when the titles of sections are compared.  

As explained in section 4.2, not all sections of the original have been translated by both of the 

translators; of the 43 sections in the 1997 edition of Tchernobylskaya Molitva only 38 are 

translated by both Bouis and Gessen. Of the 38 titles, Gessen has chosen to rename 22, while 

Bouis followed the ST closely in all cases.  
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The titles that Gessen alters most frequently can be divided into two groups: those containing 

a reference to a religious or supernatural power and those addressing different domains of 

Russian culture. Below are three out of 11 changes that Gessen introduced in the titles 

containing religious connotations. Most of Bouis’ translations presented here are very close to 

the original and, therefore, can be used as a reference. In cases where Bouis has diverged from 

the ST, I have supplied literal translations. 

(1) ST: Монолог о жертвах и жрецах 

Bouis: A monologue about victims and priests  

Gessen: Monologue about why we love Chernobyl  

 

(2) ST: Монолог о том, что святой Франциск Проповедовал птицам 

Bouis: A monologue about what Saint Francis  preached to the birds Gessen: 

Monologue about war movies  

 

(3) ST: Монолог одной деревни о том, как зовут души  неба, чтобы с ними 

поплакать и пообедать 

Bouis: A monologue by a village about how you call souls from heaven to share tears 

and food with them 

Gessen: A monologue by those who returned  

In Gessen’s translation, the ideological plane of point of view (see Table 3) is clearly altered. 

The translation is filtered through a world view in which the religion is regarded as something 

peripheral or even improper. Furthermore, in example (1) an evaluative verb love, which is a 

linguistic marker at the ideological plane, is introduced (see Munday's classification of 

different planes of point of view in section 3.5.3). In the original, examples (2) and (3) are 

unusually long titles, and both can be described as encapsulating a mininarrative. However, in 

Gessen’s translation these titles are short and function as methaphoric indicators of the 

narrative that follows, rather than presenting a small story that can be interpreted 

independently. 

Another group of section titles that often (5 times) becomes transformed is the titles that contain 

allusions to culture-specific phenomena or historical events and those that contain evaluative 

comments about Russia.  

(4) ST: Монолог о том, что дальше Колымы, Освенцима и Холокоста 

Bouis: A monologue about the fact that something happened to us that goes beyond 

Kolyma, Auschwitz and the Holocaust 

Gessen: Monologue about expensive salami 
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(5) ST: Монолог о символах и тайнах великой страны 

Lit: A monologue about the symbols and the mysteries of a great country 

Bouis: A monologue about the symbols of a great country 

Gessen: Monologue about taking measurements 

In (4), Gessen has eliminated the reference to Kolyma, a region where labor camps were located 

during Stalin’s rule, as well as the references to Auschwitz and the Holocaust. The change 

introduced in example (4) might be a result of the translator’s preference to domesticate or 

even condense the information. Example (5) contains the evaluative adjective great, which, 

combined with words symbols and mysteries, reflects a worldview of a person who is in awe 

of a mighty state. However, this ideological stance is not reflected in Gessen’s translation. 

Rather, in (5), as well as in the other examples presented above, Gessen opts for a heading that 

would inform the reader about the topic of the section that it frames in a methaporical sense. 

The examples discussed above illustrate how the translator’s style can affect the ideological 

and the phraseological (naming) planes of point of view. Gessen’s avoidance of religious 

terminology can signal the translator’s ideological standpoint. Moreover, his choice to produce 

methaphorical titles in place of the ST titles which are loaded with religious and cultural 

connotations may result from his professional occupation – Gessen works as a journalists in 

addition to writing his own prose. This assumption will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 

6 when I will present the information about the background of the translators.  

However, it is often the publishers or the editors who decide on titles, while the opinion of the 

translators on the issue of book titles is not taken into account (Saldanha, 1004: 186). If this is 

the case for Gessen and Bouis' translations, then the examples presented above highlight the 

different ideologies of Britain and the US, rather than individual variation between the 

translators. Ideally, conducting an interview with the Gessen would be required in order to 

establish whether editorial interventions have taken place in the case of section titles in his 

translation. However, since such interview proved not to be possible for this thesis (see Chapter 

6), the question of whom the changes on the ideological and the phraseological planes should 

be attributed to remains open.  
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Summery of results 

The aim of the present thesis was to find out whether the investigation of prominent features 

of the original can be helpful in the task of identifying a translator’s individual style. In order 

to address this aim, the following research questions have been posed: 

1) What are the marked (prominent and foregrounded) features of the ST? 

2) How do Bouis and Gessen treat the four identified salient ST pattern and to what extent 

do they deviate from the ST? 

3) What are the quantitative and qualitative differences between the identified choices of 

the two translators? 

4) What impact do the translators’ recurrent patterns of stylistic choices have on the 

overall narratological structure of the ST? 

5) How can the revealed patterns of individual linguistic preferences be explained in terms 

of the overall ideological context of Anglo-American culture? 

6) What potential links can be established between the identified patterns of individual 

linguistic preferences and the available metalinguistic information about the two 

translators, including their background and their utterances in media concerning 

translation activity? 

7) What other factors – apart from the predominant ideological context and translator’s 

individual background – could have contributed to the identified aspects of the 

translators’ styles? 

In the discussion that will follow in the present Chapter I will point out at how these questions 

have been answered.  

The first three questions were the steps required in order to identify translator-specific patterns 

in two translations Thcernobylskaya Molitva. The first research question has been answered in 

Chapter 2. Svetlana Alexievich’ style is highly idiosyncratic in that she uses the resources of 

both the documentary prose and fiction. Four prominent features have been selected in 
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Tchernobylskaya Molitva for further analysis. The selection was done ultimately by reading 

the ST carefully and by noting the features that stood out as unusual. The features that have 

been chosen for the study are sentence fragments, suspension points, asyndeton and section 

titles. It is worth noting, however, that in the ST  there were a number of other prominent 

features, including lexical ones, but these features, however interesting, were deemed outside 

the scope of the present thesis.(these planes of view were prominent here) 

The second research question has been addressed in the process of close critical analysis of the 

source text and its translations. In order to provide a detailed picture of how Bouis and Gessen 

treated the selected features, the original has been compared to the target texts and the choices 

made by Bouis and Gessen have been sorted using different classifications. The third research 

question asked whether there were any quantitative and qualitative differences between the 

translators. Below a short overview of the uncovered differences for each of the features is 

provided. 

Sentence fragments. Both Bouis and Gessen have reduced the number of suspension points in 

their translations. A qualitative analysis has shown that  when both the instances of suspension 

points that were preserved by the translators and the instances of the translators’ (presumable) 

compensation, which involved reducing finite ST clauses to fragments were counted, Bouis 

appeared to prefer using suspension points in substantially more points in the text, than Gessen 

(see Table 12).  

Suspension points. Both translators opted to drastically reduce suspension points in their 

translations. However, when contrasted, the translators differed to a certain extent (Table 13). 

Gessen preferred to preserve more suspension points than Bouis, frequently opting for an 

English equivalent of the three dots: the dash.  

Asyndeton. When rendering asyndetically coordinated sentences both Bouis and Gessen 

reduced the number of its instances, mainly by supplying a missing coordinator. Gessen kept 

considerably less instances of asyndeton in his translation than did Bouis (Table 15). This is an 

indication of Gessen’s great propensity to adjust the text in order to comply with written 

English standard. The claim that Gessen explicates is further reinforced by the finding that 

Gessen supplies sentence fragments in order to link the fragments to the rest of the text (Table 

10).        
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Titles of sections. The titles of sections were modified mostly frequently in Gessen’s 

translation. He has especially made changes into titles that make use of biblical terminology 

and the titles containing cultural reference.  

Thus Gessen introduces more changes in the case of sentence fragments, asyndeton and section 

titles. Bouis, on the other hand, adopts choices more formally different from the TT only on 

one occasion: when rendering suspension points. As pointed out in section 2.3 both fragments, 

suspension points and asyndeton can be described as "markers of authentication" (Warner, 

2013: 76), because by value of being typical spoken language feature they remind the readers 

that they are dealing with true accounts of the story, told by true people. Such features deviate 

from written standard and convey to the reader the sense of immediacy. Since Gessen more 

often chooses to normalize two out of three markers of authentication identified here, his 

translation can be regarded as more fluent and more conventional. Thus, research questions 2 

and 3 have been answered.  

 

Concerning research question 4, the difference pointed at in the previous paragraph can also 

be used in the discussion of macrolevel effects. I argue in the present thesis that sentence 

fragments, suspension points and asyndeton not only serve as markers of authentication, but 

also as markers of psychological plane of point of view. Since Gessen’s decisions remove his 

translation from the ST to a greater extent than Bouis’, in his translation then the mindset of 

the interviewees is standardized to a greater extent than in Bouis’ version. Fewer instances of 

sentence fragments and asyndeton in Gessen’s translation mean that these features appear in 

his text as less foregrounded. This results is a more fluent, more controlled and less emotional 

narrative in Gessen’s translation.  

 

Section headings is a marker of ideological plane and thus can reveal information about the 

translator’s political and religious believes (section 3.5.3). The fact that Gessen tends to omit 

religious references and cultural allusions in his translation might be a sign of his personal 

attitude towards these phenomena or it might also be interpreted as an act of evaluation on the 

part of Gessen as to the fact that the readership would not be able to identify with the mentioned 

phenomena. Gessen replaces many of the section titles with more concise alternatives, which 

are nevertheless not deprived of literary relevance, which means that Gessen draws on his 

artistic imagery when producing titles for different sections in his translation. Bouis, on the 

other hand, keeps close to the original when rendering the titles.  
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Thus, although, the findings are not completely systematic, patterns still emerge. Namely, 

Bouis appear to stay close to the original, while Gessen produces a more fluent text. Finally, it 

should be pointed out that the generalizations made on the bases of the comparative data in the 

present analysis are only tentative interpretations.  

 

6.2 Factors potentially contributing to the identified patterns 

In the present section research questions 5, 6 and 7 will be given answers. There can be many 

factors that influence a translator’s choices. In the present discussion I will focus on the two 

factors that Munday (2008) argues to be the most crucial: 1) the influence of the ideology 

dominating in the society in which the translation is produced; and 2) a translator’s individual 

background. I will also touch upon other factors potentially playing an important role in 

shaping a translator’s decisions. 

Both Antonina W. Bouis and Keith Gessen live and work in the USA. They have both produced 

their translations of Tchernobylskaya Molitva around the turn of the century. Thus, the 

translators share not only the geographical, but also the historical environments. It is necessary 

to point out ideological considerations concerning Anglo-American translation culture at the 

end of the 20th – beginning of the 21st century. Venuti (1995) traces the history of Anglo-

American translation starting from the 17th century and concludes that translations have a 

“marginal position” and that the translators are expected to stay “invisible” (1995: 8). The 

“invisibility” of translators involves “fluent and “domesticated” translations by “adhering to 

current usage, maintaining continuous syntax, fixing a precise meaning” (ibid: 5, 1). 

The present thesis has shown the overall tendency of Gessen and Bouis to normalize the 

language of Alexievich. Since in the contemporary USA translations are often domesticized, 

the identified patterns, especially the tendency to normalize some features, may partly be 

explained with reference to socio-cultural environment. 

Munday (2008) too strongly believes that socio-historical factors (i.e. ideology of a given 

society) are the main factors determining the choices done by the translators. However, 

Munday (2008) also points out that ideology allows individual variation, because no people 

share exactly the same backgrounds.  Here I embark on speculation and thus the possible links 

between the translators’ backgrounds and their individual styles that I would attempt to 

establish should not be regarded as the ultimate truth, but rather as my personal surmise. 
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The two translators do have some common features in their background: Bouis was born in 

West-Germany to a Russian-speaking family and moved to the USA at the age of six, while 

Gessen was born in Russian and moved to the USA at the age of four. Both translators have 

received higher education in the USA universities are currently based in New York. However, 

there are a significant number of differences in their biographical information too. Bouis is a 

professional Russian-English translator and has translated over 80 books. Gessen’s main 

occupation is journalism.  He is a founding editor of a magazine n+1. Gessen has studied 

creative writing and also published his own book called All The Sad Young Literary Men 

Recently he became an Assistant Professor of Journalism at the Columbia University 

Journalism School. Gessen is also a brother of the journalist and writer Masha Gessen, who is 

famous for her book in which she criticizes the current Russian President.  As of today Keith 

Gessen has translated three books, Tchernobylskaya Molitva being his first translation. At the 

time when Gessen produced his translation Bouis has already translated over 40 books. 

Both Bouis and Gessen have previously received positive response to their translations. 

Gessen’s version of Voices from Chernobyl has won National Book Critics Circle Award, 

while Bouis has been awarded the title «the best literary translator from Russian» by the 

magazine Publishers Weekly.  

Unfortunately, I have not been able to establish contact with Gessen. However, in one of his 

articles available on the Internet he states the following:  

«There is no intrinsic value to a translated text. To the contrary: a text from a rich, 

flexible Russian (to take my translated language) into a standard, publishable 

English loses probably 30 percent of its worth. The only reason to inflict this on 

a reader is that the original contains something that simply does not exist in 

English. As translators we should begin to learn to talk about what that something 

may be» (Gessen, 2013) 

Antonina W. Bouis was happy to answer my enquiries and here her reaction when I told her 

about my findings:  

«I always try to remain very close to the author's style, which naturally includes 

the syntax, repetition of words (when it is a stylistic device and not plain sloppiness-

-this depends very often on whether it is fiction or nonfiction), sentence length and 

punctuation. I hope that each author sounds like herself or himself in my work; my 

goal is for my translations not to sound like Bouis» (personal communication). 
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The quotations presented above show that Bouis and Gessen have clearly different attitudes to 

translation: while Gessen believes that Russian originals “contain something that does not exist 

in English”, Bouis states that she tries her best in order to stay close to the original. 

 

It is possible to speculate that Gessen strives to produce a more fluent text for three different 

reasons: 

1) Gessen tends to explicate more thus produce a more fluent translation because he is a 

less professional translator (Blum-Kulka (2004) suggests that nonprofessional 

translators tend to explicate more than professional one) 

2) Gessen produces a more fluent translation because in his profession he is used to 

accommodating the reader in order to keep his/her attention on his article or other piece 

of journalism. 

3) Since Gessen is also an author, he might be more inclined to produce a smooth and 

readable text in order to meet the expectations of the reader. Note that Saldanha (2004) 

also found that one of the translators which work she investigated (Jull Costa), who 

also happened to be an author, produced more fluent translations than the other 

translator, Peter Bush, who is not an author. 

Among other factors that might have contributed to the revealed patterns I can also name 

editorial intervention. The fact that there is no consistency in what suspension points have been 

kept and which ones were omitted, points to the fact that the publisher might have exercised 

his/her changes. When asked about the three dots, Bouis has pointed out that she could not 

remember whether the publisher erased any of the suspension points, but that she herself 

omitted a number of them because they are not idiomatic in the English language (personal 

communication). Still, since suspension points is a feature that is easily adjustable in the 

process of editing, the question of the extent of editorial intervention remains not fully resolved. 

In addition to the three dots, the section titles could have also been modified by the publishers 

(editors) or they might have resulted from the collaboration between the publisher and the 

translator.  

Additional factors that could have contributed to forming the discovered patterns are translation 

commission and also translation universals. However, the discussion of these factors is beyond 

the scope of the present thesis.  
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7 Concluding remarks 

The present thesis has showed that Munday’s approach proved to be a helpful method for 

identifying a translator’s style. In contrast to target text-oriented method, Munday’s approach 

focuses on the source text. However, it should be pointed out that the method suggested by 

Munday (2008) does not exclude the possibility of identifying features that are target text-

specific. Indeed, it is not only in rendering the source text prominent features that the 

translator’s style may manifest itself. When carrying out close critical analysis of the ST and 

its translations I became aware of a number of features that appeared to be foregrounded in the 

TT, but not in the ST. For example, Gessen showed a salient preference for the use a compound 

conjunction and then which clear not always originated from the ST. This feature might be a 

marker of his idiolect. This feature has not been pursued further, due to the limited scope of 

this thesis. However, a quick search for and then in Word files consisting Bouis’ and Gessen’s 

translations revealed that Gessen uses this conjunction more than twice as often and Bouis. Of 

course, in order to make any statements on whether Gessen indeed uses and then in cases when 

this conjunction is not present in the ST would require a detailed study. However, this example 

reinforces Munday’s (2008) suggestion to start the analysis with the prominent features of the 

ST. Indeed, when the researcher becomes familiar with the text he/she investigates, many 

patterns start to slide into his/her viewfiled. 

 Munday’s (2008) method is also useful because it gives the researcher an idea of what features 

to look at in the initial stages of the research. In addition, it does not hinder the choice of the 

features by suggesting a strict divide between conscious and subconscious features in 

translation. Rather, all features are viewed as to some extent subconscious, because they are 

imposed on the translators by the predominant ideology, often without the translator being 

aware of this fact. Finally, the method applied in the present thesis allowed me to make 

informed statements about the nature of the effect that the translator’s choices cumulatively 

exert on the narrative. This is an important move forward from making statements about the 

style in translated works based only on one’s personal intuition.  
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7.1 Strengths and limitations of this study  

The strength of this study is that it combined in-depth qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

This has provided a more objective study than if only on type of analysis was applied. In 

addition, this study has examined a hybrid genre, which has not received attention in translation 

studies so far. The limitation of this study it the small size of the corpus, which was opted for 

due to the limited scope of the present thesis. An inclusion of a greater number of chapters into 

the analysis presented here would have strengthened the assumptions made about the identified 

differences in the works of Bouis and Gessen. 

7.2 Suggestions for future research  

A follow-up investigation using the present corpus could look at other features that have not 

been considered in this study. For example, since the issues of ideological and psychological 

planes of point of view has already been covered here, it would be interesting to focus in future 

on spatio-temporal and phraseological planes of point of view. These planes can be as revealing 

of a translator’s individual style as those investigated in the present thesis. Future research may 

show that Gessen indeed has a more fluent style and that Bouis does keep close to the source 

text. However, it may also provide opposite findings. Indeed, Bouis has been shown to keep 

less suspension points than Gessen, which means that the style of a translator is never totally 

consistent. Other features that could have been looked at, that have already been investigated 

by other researchers (see section 1.2).  

The present analysis also shows that the best approach is to look at several features 

simultaneously, in order to elicit a fuller picture. 

Future research of the translator’s individual style should also involve statistical tests for 

significance. This has not been done in the present study due the fact the number of translators 

studied here was two. 

Finally, the research presented here has clear pedagogical implications because it may be used 

in translation training in order to familiarize the future translators, especially the literary 

translators, with the different features of narrative point of view and the way in which it can be 

conveyed.  
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Appendix 1: Screechshot of Word Readability Statistics file 
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Appendix 2: Screenshot of AntPConc file 
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Appendix 3: Screenshot of AntConc file 
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